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Abstract  
 
In computer based human object re-identification, a detected human is recognised to a 
level sufficient to re-identify a tracked person in either a different camera capturing the 
same individual, often at a different angle, or the same camera at a different time and/or 
the person approaching the camera at a different angle. Instead of relying on face 
recognition technology such systems study the clothing of the individuals being monitored 
and/or objects being carried to establish correspondence and hence re-identify the human 
object.  
Unfortunately present human-object re-identification systems consider the entire human 
object as one connected region in making the decisions about similarity of two objects 
being matched. This assumption has a major drawback in that when a person is partially 
occluded, a part of the occluding foreground will be picked up and used in matching. Our 
research revealed that when a human observer carries out a manual human-object re-
identification task, the attention is often taken over by some parts of the human 
figure/body, more than the others, e.g. face, brightly colour shirt, presence of texture 
patterns in clothing etc., and occluding parts are ignored.   
In this thesis, a novel multi-agent based framework is proposed for the design of a human 
object re-identification system. Initially a HOG based feature extraction is used in a SVM 
based classification of a human object as a human of a full-body or of half body nature. 
Subsequently the relative visual significance of the top and the bottom parts of the human, 
in re-identification is quantified by the analysis of Gray Level Co-occurrence based 
texture features and colour histograms obtained in the HSV colour space. Accordingly 
different weights are assigned to the top and bottom of the human body using a novel 
probabilistic approach. The weights are then used to modify the Hybrid Spatiogram and 
Covariance Descriptor (HSCD) feature based re-identification algorithm adopted.  
A significant novelty of the human object re-identification systems proposed in this thesis 
is the agent based design procedure adopted that separates the use of computer vision 
algorithms for feature extraction, comparison etc., from the decision making process of 
ix 
 
re-identification. Multiple agents are assigned to execute different algorithmic tasks and 
the agents communicate to make the required logical decisions.  
Detailed experimental results are provided to prove that the proposed multi agent based 
framework for human object re-identification performs significantly better than the state-
of-the-art algorithms. Further it is shown that the design flexibilities and scalabilities of 
the proposed system allows it to be effectively utilised in more complex computer vision 
based video analytic/forensic tasks often conducted within distributed, multi-camera 
systems.   
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 Chapter 1 
1.  Introduction  
 
Over the past thirty years, the association between Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Agent 
Based Systems has been better defined and thus utilised to deliver ground breaking 
technology in a number of application sectors. While AI could be considered as the study 
of the components of intelligence (e.g., the ability to learn, plan etc.) the study of agents 
deals with integrating these components. While AI techniques may be drawn upon to build 
agents, not all AI capabilities are required by an agent. For example, the ability to learn 
may not be a desirable trait for an agent in some situations while it is certainly a 
component of AI.[1] 
A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a collection of agents that work together to achieve a 
common goal. At present multi-agent systems are being used in an increasingly wide 
variety of applications, ranging from comparatively small systems for personal assistance 
to open, complex, mission-critical systems for industrial applications. Examples of 
industrial domains where multi-agent systems have been fruitfully employed include 
process control, system diagnostics, manufacturing, transportation logistics and network 
management etc.[2] 
An agent can be defined as computer software that can interact with the environment and 
make a decision autonomously in order to meet its design objectives [3]. According to 
research results presented in [4], the most important characteristics of software agents are 
autonomy (agents process their work independently and proactively without the need for 
human management), cooperation (agents are able to communicate with one another, 
negotiating on certain issues), and learning (agents are able to learn as they react or 
interact with their environment and other agents) [4]. Multi-agent systems have more than 
one agent communicating and collaborating with each other. In a multi-agent system, it 
could be that one agent is responsible for a certain task and the others for other tasks, 
where all the agents complement each other to accomplish a big task or solve a complex 
problem [1]. 
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Although Multi-agent based systems have been used in a number of practical application 
domains, their use in computer vision based systems that often provide solutions to 
automated video surveillance, remains in its infancy. Addressing this gap in research this 
thesis proposes a novel design, based on multi-agents, to address one of the most 
important and timely open research problems in video surveillance, i.e. person re-
identification. Person re-identification is used to recognise and identify a person from 
different possible scenes, typically obtained from different cameras and view angles under 
different lighting conditions and times [5],[6].The re-identification process tries to match 
the person with similar people in one or more views obtained from different physical 
locations and should be able to differentiate them from other humans in the same view. 
The problem with the existing re-identification process is that if a part of the body is not 
clear, occluded or viewed at a significantly relatively skewed angle, it is still included in 
re-identification process, which affects the final result. 
If a human is attempting to re-identify a person, he/she would look at the clearer parts of 
the body of the person in question in an attempt to identify/recognise. This could be the 
face or the middle or lower part of the body if the person was seen wearing recognisable 
clothing. For instance, if a human observer was watching person walking and suddenly 
the bottom part of the body was hidden/occluded behind a desk/car, one would still be 
able to identify the person from the visible top part of the body, ignoring the hidden and/or 
unclear parts. However in a typical computer vision based solution used in modern CCTV 
video analytic systems, the whole body will be considered in re-identification. The clear 
or hidden parts are not eliminated from the process and these could result in significant 
matching errors when investigating the similarity of objects being tracked / monitored. 
The proposed re-design of a popular state-of-the-art computer vision based solution for 
the problem of human object (i.e. person) re-identification is based on our analysis of the 
problem considering how a human observer would successfully carry out person re-
identification. Hence the proposed approach mimics human behaviour and promises many 
advantages over the existing approaches that do not consider such a human behaviour 
based approach. We provide preliminary experimental results to justify the contribution 
of the proposed novel approach to person re-identification and conclude the paper with 
insights to future research that has potential for a new paradigm shift in research on person 
re-identification in video surveillance.  
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The proposed multi-agent system allows the division of human object re-identification 
into sub-tasks. For example, one agent could be responsible for re-identification of the 
face, another for the middle part of body and a third one for the lower part of the body/legs. 
The sub-tasks that can be flexibly assigned to each agent can help to improve the process 
of re-identification. If part of the human body is unclear/occluded or difficult to re-
identify, the corresponding weight of re-identification of that particular agent can be 
accordingly reduced. This can be enabled as the agents will be able to negotiate between 
themselves and agree on their relevant weights towards the overall matching metric. 
1.1 Research Motivation and Goals 
The work conducted within the research context of this thesis is motivated by two 
important observations: 
a) Human observers are significantly superior in the manual inspection of CCTV footage 
for human object re-identification as compared to the state-of-the art human object re-
identifications algorithms and systems. If the computer based solutions for fully 
automated human object re-identification can mimic human behaviour, there is significant 
potential to improve re-identification accuracy. 
b) Agent based technology provides an effectively, flexible and scalable framework 
within which a computer vision based human object re-identification system can be re-
designed, implemented and deployed in a scalable manner. 
The above observations lead to the following aim of research and research objectives. 
1.2 Aim of Research 
The research proposed within this thesis aims to re-design a typical computer vision based 
automated human object re-identification algorithm in a manner that it could be 
implemented and fully integrated with an agent based framework, enabling a performance 
that mimics human observer behaviour and providing a fully scalable solution for practical 
implementation.  
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1.3 Research Objectives 
Following are the objectives of research: 
a. Conduct a comprehensive review of literature in computer vision based 
human object re-identification and a background study of multi agent based 
systems. 
b. Rigorously analyse the performance of a state-of-the-art human object re-
identification algorithm in the presence of half-body human objects and 
propose means for the re-design and enhancement of the system in a manner 
that the object re-identification is carried out to mimic human behaviour. 
c. Analyse the impact of using differential priority allocation to the top and 
bottom part of a human object in matching for re-identification and propose 
the use of texture and colour information in automatically setting the above 
priority levels.  
d. Investigate the potential use of an agent based framework in re-deploying and 
integration of the enhanced state-of-the-art computer vision based human 
object re-identification algorithm. 
e. Implement, test and evaluate the proposed multi agent based human object 
re-identification system. 
1.4 Thesis Contributions  
The intended research contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
1- A proof of concept that the accuracy of human object re-identification can be 
improved significantly if the entire human object is not considered as one 
object in matching, but rather be considered as two separate areas, i.e., as the 
top and bottom half of the human object, differentially weighted. 
2- The effective use of texture and colour features present in the top and bottom 
half of a human object in the automated determination of the most effective 
weighting of distances in object matching within human object re-
identification.  
3- The proposal of a novel multi agent based framework for person re-
identification that mimics human observer behaviour in manual person-object 
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re-identification, and the implementation, integration, testing and evaluation 
of the associated system.    
The original idea about the research contributions of this thesis has been 
published as a conference paper. It is intended that two further journal papers 
will be prepared and submitted in due course (see Appendix A). 
 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
For clarity of presentation the thesis is organised into six chapters as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents a review of literature in state-of-the-art person re-identification 
systems and different applications of agent-based systems. It also provides a theoretical 
and conceptual background in agent based systems, multi-agent systems, the benchmark 
human object re-identification algorithm used in the proposed system, theoretical details 
on SVM classification, HOG features etc., and details on datasets used for the evaluation 
of system performance. 
Chapter 3 evaluates the performance of a state-of-the-art human object re-identification 
algorithm that is based on the extraction of HSCD texture features, leading to the 
identification of the shortcomings of the algorithm. Subsequently a proof-of-concept 
enhancement to its design is presented, experimentally proving that the proposed 
enhancements make the re-identification system more accurate and also suitable for 
deployment within a multi agent based framework. The enhancement is based on the 
division of the human body into two parts; top half of the body and the bottom parts, 
excluding the consideration of the head region, for independent use in feature analysis and 
matching.   
Chapter 4 proposes a novel algorithm for the automatic determination of the differential 
weighting based on texture and colour analysis of the top and bottom parts of the identified 
human body using Haralick texture features and HSV colour space 
Chapter 5 propose a novel agent based framework for human object re-identification. 
Chapter 6 summarize the contributions of this thesis and finally concludes the thesis with 
suggestions for future improvements and enhancements. 
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 Chapter 2 
2.  Literature Review & Background  
 
2.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents a detailed review of literature and information about the important 
aspects of research background related to the research context of this thesis.  
Section 2.2 presents a literature review that focuses on person re-identification. It presents 
an overview of recent progress and the state-of-the-art approaches to solving some of the 
fundamental challenges in person re-identification. The section also leads to the 
identification of challenges faced in person re-identification and a brief overview of 
literature that has recently focused on using deep learning in addressing some of these 
challenges. Section 2.3 presents the fundamental concepts related to agent based-systems. 
An agent’s environment and the structure of an intelligent agent is described. The section 
then leads to multi-agent system and concludes with a review of literature in the 
applications of agent based systems. Section 2.4 provides the design and conceptual 
details of the benchmark people re-identification algorithm adopted and improved in 
chapters 3, 4 and 5.  It includes a presentation of the state-of-the-art Hybrid Spatiogram 
and Covariance Descriptor (HSCD), the feature exploited in enabling person re-
identification. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively presents the fundamentals of Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) based learning algorithm and the feature descriptor, Histogram-
of-Gradients (HOG), both used in the full-body vs half-body human object recognition 
stage, prior to people re-identification in the proposed work.  As the proposed approach 
uses Texture and colour as features for the probabilistic determination of relevance on the 
top and the bottom half of a human body in people re-identifications, sections 2.7 and 2.8 
respectively defines the GLCM features and the HSV colour space, both used in the 
proposed work. Subsequently sections 2.9 and 2.10 presents the dataset used in 
experiments and the evaluation metrics used in the performance evaluation of the 
proposed approach. Finally section 2.11 summarises and concludes the chapter, leading 
in to the proof-of-concept of proposed novel algorithms that is presented in Chapter-3.  
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2.2 Person Re-identification – A Review 
Person re-identification is used to identify and recognise a person from different possible 
scenes, typically obtained from different cameras and viewing angles under different 
lighting conditions and at different times [5][6]. The re-identification process attempts to 
match the person with similar people in one or more views obtained from different 
physical locations and it should be able to differentiate them from other humans in the 
same view. The person re-identification can be divided into three stages - detecting, 
tracking and re-identifying [7]. The research presented in this thesis mainly focuses on the 
stage of re-identifying the person.  
Person re-identification presents the problem of recognising a person at different physical 
locations and times after the person has been previously observed visually elsewhere [6]. 
Generally, computer vision research in person re-identification is focused on proposing 
biometric based and/or appearance-based methods. The biometric based methods exploit 
the characteristic features of a person such as size and face etc. On the other hand, the 
appearance-based methods focus on extracting features based on the appearance of the 
person, such as clothes and carried objects etc. The biometric based methods require 
specific sensor configuration, while it is not needed for the appearance based methods, 
which make them more suitable for wider range of camera networks [8].  
An example of a biometric based method is [9], which considered individual recognition 
by activity-specific human motion such as regular human walk. [10] Presented two-point 
gait to demonstrate the variance of the representation to body shape and appearance. In 
addition to that, [11] and [12] are based on biometric based methods. [13] is an example 
of proposing the use of an appearance based approach where spatial covariance regions 
extracted from a person’s image parts using Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) is 
used to establish the correspondence between body parts and design dissimilarity measure 
between human signature using spatial pyramid matching. [14], [15] and [16] are works 
on appearance based methods. 
The person re-identification researchers focus either on improving methods used for 
feature extraction from images or focus on enhancing the processes used for comparing 
the matrices that represent the feature descriptions, and/or both [17]. Examples of research 
that focus on improving the feature extraction process are that presented in [18], in which 
an approach was proposed to capture mid-level filters features, [19] which proposed a 
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visual word co-occurrence model that generates a descriptor for each image that is mapped 
from the code word image embedded to a kernel space through kernel mean embedding 
and [20] which proposed a so-called Salient Colour Names based descriptor (SCNCD) to 
describe colours. 
In contrast, [8], [21], [22], [23] and [24] proposed different methods/approaches to 
developing metrics for comparing feature representations of images. [8] Proposed an 
algorithm to identify the salient regions of a person to give higher weights to the regions 
in the centre of the image by introducing a kernelized saliency. The proposed algorithm 
then used a pairwise-based multiple metric learning framework for extracting features and 
obtaining the distance between image pairs to identify the person. [21] Introduced the use 
of locally aligned feature transforms across multiple views for person re-identification. 
Basically, the approach automatically partitioned the input image of the person from the 
two camera views into sub-regions, which correspond to different configurations and 
extracted a different feature transform for a pair of configurations. 
Further to the above some researchers researched on both improving feature extraction 
approaches and a methods for combining the features and calculating the distance such as 
[25], [26] and [27]. A further example of improving both the feature extraction and 
distance metric calculation is [28], where a Hybrid Spatiogram and Covariance Descriptor 
(HSCD) approach was proposed. It consists of using a spatiogram feature and covariance 
feature. The spatial histogram based feature was named as MCSH (Multi-Channel Spatio-
Histogram), while, the covariance based feature is named as MSPC (Multi-Statistics on 
Pyramid of Covariance). For the latter pixel features of multiple colour and gradient 
components is determined to calculate the pyramid of region covariance matrices. After 
that, it extracts the pixel features’ mean, deviation, correlation and Sigma vector from 
each covariance for input person image. Finally, both descriptors are weighted and 
combined to form the HSCD. The advantage of the proposed HSCD is that it does not 
require training or any kind of pre-processing which is practical for real-time surveillance 
applications.  
2.2.1 Challenges of Person Re-identification 
There are several challenges faced in the person re-identification [29], [30], [31]. First, 
the low quality of person images and the high variety of person images [32]. Second, the 
resolution of the person images is very low due to them being captured by surveillance 
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cameras [32] that are often of low-to-medium quality. In addition, camera views change 
and non-rigid deformation and unstable illumination are considered challenges [32]. The 
most challenging problem in re-ID is how to correctly match two images of the same 
person under intensive appearance changes, such as lighting, pose, and viewpoint, which 
has important scientific value [7]. 
In recent years, we have witnessed the evolution of deep learning systems which make 
use of large data volumes [7] for training purposes. Based on [33], the use of deep learning 
is very  timely and appropriate due to the emergence of large scale training data. 
According to the literature review conducted [7], [32] and [27] were the first three works 
that used deep learning for person re-identification in 2014. 
2.3 Agent Based systems  
Since agents are used widely in different application areas ranging from medical, 
transport, e-commerce, space, and many more, a universal definition for an agent does not 
exist. In each application of an agent, one defines it according to the agent’s usage. A 
simple example of an agent, is an automatic door. It has a sensor that detects the presence 
of a human. If a human is detected the door’s control system operates an actuator, opening 
the door automatically. When the human has passed through the door passage, the system 
actuates the door for to be closed.  From Etzioni and Weld’s points of view an “Agent 
means someone who acts on one’s behalf” [34]. Russell and Norvig has defined an agent 
as anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting 
upon that environment through effectors [35]. They consider human as an agent who has 
eyes, ears as sensors and hands, legs and other part of body as effectors. Figure 2.1 
illustrates how agents interact with environments through sensors and effectors as 
explained by Russell and Norvig in [35]. 
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Figure 2.1: Agents interact with environments through sensors and effectors [35]. 
Basically, agents can be defined as computer software that can interact with the 
environment and make a decision autonomously in order to meet its design objectives. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates an agent in its environment as it is explained by Wooldridge [3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The agents get input from the environment through sensors and based on the input it will 
produce/decide the output. The type of the output depends on the design objective of the 
agents. The key problem faced by the agent is to decide on which of its actions should be 
performed in order to satisfy its design objectives[3].  
An Intelligent Agent as suggested by Wooldridge [3] is one that is capable of flexible 
autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives. Flexible means three things as 
follows: 
AGENT 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
action  
output 
sensor  
input 
Figure 2.2: An agent in its environment 
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1. Reactivity: intelligent agents are able to perceive and respond to their 
environment in timely fashion to satisfy their design objectives. 
2. Pro-activeness: intelligent agents demonstrate goal-directed behaviour and 
respond to environment changes in order to satisfy their design objectives.  
3. Social ability: intelligent agents are capable of interacting with other agents (and 
possibly humans) in order to satisfy their design objectives. 
Similarly Detlor [36] has defined Intelligent agents as long-lived software programs, 
which act autonomously, monitor and react to the environment and communicate and 
collaborate with other agents and users. According to Nwana, the most important 
characteristics of software agents are Autonomy (agents process their work independently 
and proactively without the need for human management), cooperation (agents are able to 
communicate with one another, negotiating on certain issues) and learning (agents are 
able to learn as they react or interact with their environment and other agents)[4]. For 
Etzioni and Weld for an agent to be autonomous, it should be goal-oriented, collaborative, 
flexible, and self-stating[34]. Among researchers, this indicates that autonomy is the 
ability of agents to act without human intervention or other systems[1]. 
2.3.1 An Agent’s Environment  
An agent’s environment affects its design. Russell and Norvig suggested the following 
classification of environments [35]: 
 Accessible vs. in-accessible: The more accessible the environments for the agent, 
the simpler would it be for the agent to operate in it. An example of an accessible 
environment is that the agent receive up-to-date information about the environment 
via the agent’s sensors [35][37].  
 Deterministic vs. non-deterministic: A deterministic environment means that for 
each input from the environment there is an output/action from the agent. However, 
if a real environment is non-deterministic, the agent should be designed to deal with 
the environment’s non-deterministic characteristics.  
 Episodic vs. non-episodic: In an Episodic environment “the performance of an 
agent is dependent on several discrete episodes”        
 Static vs. dynamic: An environment is considered to be static when there is no 
change. 
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 Discrete vs. continuous. A discrete environment has “fixed finite number of 
actions”. An example of a discrete environment is a chess game [1].  
Each environment requires different types of agent programs in order to deal with it 
effectively. The more real the environment, the more complex will it be to program the 
agents. The agents are designed to be intelligent and flexible. 
2.3.2 Structure of Intelligent Agents 
An agents structure consists of it’s program (“a function that implements the agent 
mapping from precepts to actions”)  and it’s architecture, i.e., the computing device that 
the program runs on[35]. Russel and Norvig illustrated this relation as follow: 
 
a݃݁݊ݐ = ܽݎܿℎ݅ݐ݁ܿݐݑݎ݁ + ݌r݋݃ݎܽ݉ 
A common skeleton for an agent program was proposed by Russel and Norvig. It accepts 
precepts from an environment and generates actions. Figure 2.3, shows the sequence of 
actions of such an agent and the input precepts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the class of agents, there are different approaches to building them. Four classes 
of agents have been considered by [38],[3],[35]: 
1- Logic-based agents: The decisions are taken based on logical deduction.  
2- Reactive agents: The decision is mapped from a situation to an action. 
ࡲ࢛࢔ࢉ࢚࢏࢕࢔  ܵܭܧܮܧܱܶܰ − ܣܩܧܰܶ(݌݁ݎܿ݁݌ݐ) ࢘ࢋ࢚࢛࢘࢔࢙ ܽܿݐ݅݋݊ 
ࡿ࢚ࢇ࢚࢏ࢉ: ݉݁݉݋ݎݕ, ݐℎ݁ ܽ݃݁݊ݐ’ݏ ݉݁݉݋ݎݕ ݋݂ ݐℎ݁ ݓ݋ݎ݈݀ 
݉݁݉݋ݎݕ ← ܷܲܦܣܶܧ − ܯܧܯܱܴܻ(݉݁݉݋ݎ , ݌݁ݎܿ݁݌ݐ) 
ܣܿݐ݅݋݊ ← ܥܪܱܱܵܧ − ܤܧܵܶ − ܣܥܶܫܱܰ(݉݁݉݋ݎݕ) 
݉݁݉݋ݎݕ ← ܷܲܦܣܶܧ − ܯܧܯܱܴܻ(݉݁݉݋ݎݕ, ݌݁ݎܿ݁݌ݐ) 
࢘ࢋ࢚࢛࢘࢔ ܽܿݐ݅݋݊  
 
 Figure 2.3: A skeleton agent [35] 
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3- Belief-desire-intention agents: The decision making depends on the 
manipulation of data structures representing the beliefs, desires, and 
intention of the agent. 
4- Layered architectures: The decision making is made from several software 
layers where each layer explicitly reasons about the environment at different 
levels of abstraction. 
2.3.3 Multi-Agent Systems 
Multi-agent system is when having more than one agent communicating and collaborating 
with each other. Multi-agent systems could be a system that include “multiple autonomous 
entities with either diverging information or diverging interest, or both”[39]. Multi-agent 
systems (MASs) is “an area of distributed artificial intelligence that emphasizes the joint 
behaviours of agents which some degree of autonomy and the complexities arising from 
their interactions”[40]. In multi-agent systems it could be that one agent is responsible for 
a certain task and another is for a different task where all the agents 
negotiate/communicate with each other to solve or accomplish a significant task or a 
complex problem. Figure 2.4 shows the communication between the agents of a multi-
agent system as suggested by Rudowsky [1]. 
 
Figure 2.4: A Multi-Agent System [1] 
There are two main types of multi-agent systems; (1) cooperative agents and (2) 
competitive agents. The Cooperative situation is where the agents collaborate to achieve 
a common goal. This goal can be viewed as shared between the agents or, alternatively, 
as the goal of a central designer who is designing the various agents [39]. In contrast, the 
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competitive agents are those that seek to maximize their own gain/utilities [40]. These 
agents could have their own goal and they could be conflict with the goals of other agents. 
For instance, in an e-commerce application the buyer agents would like to buy the 
products with minimum amount of money while the seller agents would like to sell the 
products with maximum amount of money. Both types can be designed as competitive 
agents. 
Another difference between the cooperative agent and competitive agent is that, the 
cooperative agents are designed by one party to achieve common goals. However in the 
case of competitive agents, each agent is designed by different parts of a decision making 
process and each agent will have its own aim and goals [40]. 
Learning techniques can be involved with agents, where the agent can learn through 
repeated interactions, how to coordinate a choice of actions [39]. 
Many computer vision applications, especially used in video surveillance, are complex 
tasks where collaborations will be required between parts of programs/cameras or 
individual systems. This is mainly because they often mimic the behaviour of a human 
observer/s who would naturally carry out such tasks (see Chapter-1). The thesis proposed 
the use of agent based systems in human object re-identification applied to automated 
CCTV video surveillance.  
2.3.4 Applications of Multi-Agent Systems 
The multi-agent systems have been used in a variety of applications that ranges from small 
systems to open, complex systems [2]. A multi-agent system consists of more than one 
agent (multiple autonomous software entities [41]) in a system. Unfortunately, there is no 
universal definition of agent and details of different definitions of agent are explained in 
Chapter 3. Whereas multi-agent systems (MAS) which are considered a subfield of AI 
(Artificial Intelligent) that consists of multiple agents used to construct complex systems 
and has the ability of coordination or negotiations [42]. It is also known as “an area of 
distributed artificial intelligence that emphasizes the joint behaviours of agents with some 
degree of autonomy and the complexities arising from their interactions” [40].  
Franklin in [43] offers a typology of cooperation specific types of multi-agent systems as 
illustrated in Figure 2.5. The multi-agent system is considered independent if each agent 
pursues its own task and it could be in two types - discrete or emergent cooperation. The 
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emergent cooperation agents cooperate with no intention of doing it. On the other hand, 
in a cooperative multi-agent system the agents cooperate with other agents to finish their 
task. The communicative agents communicate by sending and receiving messages/signals 
but non-communicative are such agents that cooperate through observing and reacting to 
other behaviour. In the deliberative multi-agent system, the agents cooperate with each 
other to fulfil the task; however, a negotiating multi-agent system is competing while 
communicating. The negotiation agents are mostly found in e-commerce applications; 
agents represent the seller and others represents buyers. In this thesis, the agents’ 
framework is a deliberative communicative cooperative system where the agents are 
working together to achieve a common goal.  
 
Figure 2.5: Cooperation Typology[43] 
There are two main learning approaches for a cooperative multi-agent system as 
mentioned in [40]. The first approach is team learning where the single agent learns for 
the whole team. The second approach is concurrent learning, where multiple agents 
simultaneous learn. Team learning could be easy to adopt because it can use standard 
machine learning techniques; however, in case of complex and large domains it may have 
problems. On the other hand, concurrent learning is more suitable for large, open and 
complex systems where each agent learns to improve part of the team. 
There are several agent-based frameworks presented in different areas. The following 
present some of the proposed frameworks. [44] Proposed a multi-agent system 
Multi-Agent 
Systems
Independent 
Discrete
Emergent 
Cooperation
Cooperative
Communicative
Deliberative
Negotiating
Non-communicative
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architecture for a computer vision system where each agent is responsible for specific 
vision tasks. The architecture contains master agents and slave agents. The master agents 
are responsible for planning and interpretation of the required image processing tasks. 
While the slave agents assist the master agents and the slave agents work on teams 
controlled by their master to provide the distributed task. Figure 2.6 shows a sample of 
self-organized systems structure: 
 
Figure 2.6: Sample of multi-agent system framework for computer vision [44] 
[45] Introduced an agent-based framework for image analysis of remote-sensing data by 
integrating the agent-based into object-based image analysis (OBIA). Figure 2.7 illustrates 
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the proposed framework and the workflow of the agent-based framework and their 
cooperation and negotiation. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Agent-based framework workflow and their communication and negotiation [45] 
[46] presents an agent-based framework for a decision support system for distributed 
organizations and proposed an agent development lifecycle that aims to coordinate the 
agents to optimally support a problem-solving process. The designed cooperative decision 
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support agents are goal-directed and behaviour-based architecture. The figure 2.8 
illustrates the agent development lifecycle as presented in [46].  
 
Figure 2.8: A development lifecycle for agent-based DSS [46]. 
In [47], proposed an agent-based framework for a construction supply chain using agent 
technology and multi-attribute negotiation. The figure 2.9 shows the proposed framework 
used that was able to improve the performance of construction. 
 
Figure 2.9: An agent-based framework for supply chain coordination in construction[47] 
Multi-agent systems have been implemented in several areas, such as e-commerce 
applications, forecasting, medicine, transport and many more. Whenever it is integrated 
into any system it has been proved to enhance its functionality. This is because multi-
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agent systems (MAS) are designed for changing and complex environments. For instance, 
they are used frequently in transport and traffic management systems [48], [49]. Mobile 
agent technology is used with multi-agent systems to enhance the performance of 
management systems in order to deal with dynamic environments such as traffic [50]. 
Agent-based systems have been used for recognizing and localizing human behaviour in 
videos [51]. The proposed system was able to track people and discriminate between 
different behaviours. Moreover, a multi-agent based framework has been used for target 
tracking in order to achieve high real-time performance [52]. There are several agent-
based frameworks proposed for cloud, security and network area such as [53] and [54]. 
There are several advantages to using a multi-agent system in different applications. The 
first important one is that it enhances and improves the performance of the application [2]. 
In addition, it enhances the design and analysis of problems in large-scale distributed 
systems [50]. Furthermore, it is flexible and capable of acting autonomously in complex 
environments [45]. The extraordinary advantage of MAS is that agents can interact, 
communicate and collaborate among themselves to accomplish their design objective and 
it could be a common goal [45], [44], [55]. Also, it helps to automate a variety of tasks 
such as selling and buying products online [56]. 
 
2.4 Benchmark Human-Object Identification Algorithm 
In Chapter-2 human object re-identification methods presented in literature, were detailed. 
Fundamentally these algorithms/systems first detects a human either in a single camera 
and then attempt to co-relate similar human objects seeing by the same camera as a 
different time or at a different few or a human object seeing by another camera, either at 
the same instance or a different time. In co-relating the objects observed view dependent 
similarity exploitation is being used either by means of matching features and/or through 
the process of using advanced learning algorithms such as Convolutional Neural 
Networks.  
In the proposed research we use one of the popular state-of-the-art techniques [28]. This 
specific algorithm was used due to its ease of adaptation to the agent-based design process, 
detailed in section 3.1. It is noted that any of the systems proposed in literature and 
presented in Chapter-2 could have been used alternatively as the benchmark. In [28] the 
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proposed method assumes that a human figure in a video frame is first detected and 
separated out from the rest of the scene by enclosing it within a rectangular region-of-
interest (ROI). As a result we have adopted our own approach to achieving this by the use 
of HOG based features, detected from moving parts and training based on a large database 
of human figures. Once the human ROI is selected the benchmark algorithm [28] sub-
divides the rectangular area into smaller squares. Subsequently by disregarding the 
boundary squares it attempts to get rid of the human head and likely background regions 
to be captured within the ROI (see Figure 2.10, second image). The remaining central part 
of the ROI is divided into layers of further information as illustrated in the figure. A four 
layer image per ROI is created by taking the cropped ROI and dividing it into two, four 
and eight horizontal divisions. Note that the statistical bin in each region from the top to 
the bottom layer are set as 32, 24, 16 and 8 for a hierarchical quantization. Subsequently 
for each layer two sets of features namely (1) Multi-Channel Spatio-Histogram (MCSH) 
and (2) Multi-Statistic on Pyramid of Covariance (MSPC). Combined the feature is named 
as the Hybrid Spatiogram and Covariance Descriptor (HSCD).  The feature vectors 
obtained for each layer are finally concatenated to form a feature vector.  
 
Figure 2.10: The HSCD layers and levels  
2.4.1 Multi-Channel Spatio-Histogram (MCSH) 
Spatiogram is an image descriptor that generalizes the image histogram but captures 
significantly richer target appearance information as explained below [28]. 
Assume image region R with B quantization bins. Let N be the total number of pixels of 
region R and ܿ௞ = (ݔ௞, ݕ௞)் be the k-th pixel’s coordinate in region R. Let  ߜ௞௕ = 1 if the 
pixel k is within the b-th bin, else let ߜ௞௕ = 0. Further let ݊௕ be the count of pixels whose 
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value belong to the b-th bin in the quantified colour (or feature) space (i.e. b-th bin 
histogram). For each bin b, ܵோ(ܾ) includes a normalized histogram ො݊௕, a spatial mean 
vector ߤ௕and a spatial standard deviation vector ߪ௕௬(see Eq 2.1).It is noted that the three 
vectors  ࢎ, ࣆ௬, ߪ௬ stand for three different kinds of features. 
S(ܾ) =< ො݊௕ , ߤ௕௬, ߪ௕௬ >, ܾ = 1,2, … , ܤ       (Eq. 2.1) 
Therefore the concatenated feature vector can be defined as: 
S = {ࢎ = { ො݊௕}; ࣆ௬ = ൛ߤ௕௬ൟ; ߪ௬ = ൛ߪ௕௬ൟ, ܾ = 1 ~ ܤ}     (Eq. 2.2) 
Where, 
݊௕ = ∑ ߜ௞௕ே௞ୀଵ , ො݊௕ = ݊௕/ ∑ ݊௜ଵ஻௜ୀଵ , ߤ௕௬ =
ଵ
௡್
 ∑ ݕ௞ߜ௞௕ே௞ୀଵ , ߪ௕௬ =
 ට ଵ௡್
∑ (ݕ௞ − ߤ௕௬)ଶߜ௞௕ே௞ୀଵ        (Eq. 2.3) 
The spatiogram is calculated on the proposed regions of four layers as illustrated in figure 
5. By accumulating Spatiogram on all these regions among 8 channels. The Spatiogram 
feature with a total 1664 bins is formed (i .e.  1664 = 8×(32×1 + 24×2 + 16×4 +
8×8))       (see Eq. 2.3). 
2.4.2 Multi-Statistics on Pyramid of Covariance (MSPC) 
The Multi-Statistic on Pyramid of Covariance [28] is based on extracting a ݀ dimensional 
feature vector ݖ௜ from each pixel at a location of (ݔ, ݕ) with a mapping function ܷ. A 
region ܴ can be represented by a covariance matrix ܥோ, where ߤ = ∑ ݖ௜/݊  ௡௜ୀଵ and ݊ is the 
total number of pixels defined as below:  
ܥோ =
ଵ
௡ିଵ
∑ (ݖ௜ − ߤ)(ݖ௜ − ߤ)்௡௜ୀ଴          (Eq. 2.4) 
For example d =14 can be selected based on (Eq. 2.5) by using features of three colour 
spaces YCbCr, HSV and, normalized RGB, leading to, 
U(ݔ, ݕ) = [ݕ, ܻ, ܥ௕ , ܥ௥ , ܪ, ܵ, ܽ, ܾ, ܴ݊, ݊ܩ, ௫ܻ, ௬ܻ, ௫ܻ௫ , ௬ܻ௬]்         (Eq. 2.5) 
It was noted in figure-10 that the total number of regions in the four layers is 1+2+4+8 = 
15. In creating the MSPC descriptor total number of regions is defined as 19 as the third 
layer features are extracted twice and added. It is further noted that the same layers and 
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levels are used for both MSPC and MCSH to avoid calculating repeated colour channels 
and regions. 
The MSPC is defined as a region descriptor formed by four vectorised statistical features. 
The first statistical feature is the ‘Sigma vector’ (i.e. vectorised Sigma points), a ݀(݀ +
1)/2 dimensional vector constructed by vectorising the lower triangular matrix, L is 
obtained from the Cholesky decomposition [57] of covariance matrix, ܥ =  ܮܮ் as 
proposed in [57]. Note that d = 14 since we adopt the mapping function in (Eq. 2.5). The 
second statistical feature is the d dimensional mean vector µ in (Eq. 2.4), which captures 
the first-order information. The third statistical feature is the d dimensional standard 
deviation vector. It can be extracted from the diagonal entries of the covariance, reflecting 
the varying extents of adopted pixel features. The fourth statistical feature is the ݀(݀ −
1)/2 dimensional vector constructed by vectorising the lower triangular matrix (excluding 
the diagonal entries) of the normalized covariance matrix, i.e. the correlation matrix. It 
can represent the correlation coefficients between pixel features exploited in (Eq. 2.5). By 
cascading on all the covariance’s of the pyramidal regions, four vectorised sub-features 
are thus formed to jointly describe a person image. These four sub-features are denoted as 
ଵ݂,, ଶ݂, ଷ݂, ସ݂ and are gathered to form the MSPC descriptor ܨ =  { ௜݂, ݅ =  1, 2, 3, 4} (or 
Multi-Statistics on Pyramid of Covariance) having 4256 dimensions(݅. ݁. 4256 =
 [݀ (݀ +  1)/2 + ݀ + ݀ + ݀ (݀ −  1)/2] ×19, ݀ =  14). 
2.4.3 The HSCD  
The HSCD is constructed based on the spatial histogram based feature (MCSH) and the 
covariance based feature (MSPC) presented above. The MCSH feature and MSPC 
features are weighted and combined to form the HSCD. Both MCSH and MSPC are 
weighted by 0.5. Although MCSH and MSPC both exploit colour and structure 
information, they differ largely in the description scheme. In MCSH, multiple colour 
channels are used for cascading and in every channel three spatiogram components are 
extracted. While in MSPC, multiple regions are used for cascading and in each region four 
statistical vectors are extracted from region covariance. Notice that the pixel colour 
channels are fused with covariance in a natural manner within the MSPC, which is 
different from the cascading method adopted in MCSH. The description difference 
provides potential to complement and improve via feature fusing, which finally forms the 
HSCD descriptor. 
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A person descriptor cannot become a re-id method without proper metrics. The two 
feature components in HSCD are fused by weighted combination of distances of 
corresponding features as below: 
d(S, Sᇱ) = wୱଵd(h, hᇱ) + wୱଶd൫μ୷, μ୷ᇱ ൯ + wୱଷd(σ୷, σ୷ᇱ )                   (Eq. 2.6)   
Where d(S, Sᇱ) are the MCSH distances of two images, S = ൛h, μ୷, σ୷ൟ and Sᇱ =
൛hᇱ, μ୷ᇱ , σ୷ᇱ ൟ are the MCSH feature representations of the two images.  
d(F, Fᇱ) = ∑ w୧d(f୧, f୧ᇱ)ସ୧ୀଵ                                   (Eq. 2.7) 
Where d(F, Fᇱ) are the MSPC distances, F = {f୧, i = 1,2,3,4} and Fᇱ = {f୧ᇱ, i = 1,2,3,4} 
are the sub-features in the Multi-Statistics on Pyramid of Covariance. 
The related weights can be set according to the components’ relative importance [58]. The 
estimated weights are in fact rather stable in most datasets or scenarios as their relative 
importance tends to be fixed or similar. 
Once the HSCD feature vector is obtained to represent a person it is used in matching 
between two human objects to determine similarity. Hence once a human object is 
detected, the object re-identification (ensuring that it is the same person seen in another 
view as described by its own HSCD descriptor) is performed by matching corresponding 
HSCD descriptors for similarity. 
The above re-identification process was based on the fact that we assumed that the object 
detected, in the first place, is a human. In order to detect whether the detected human body 
is a full or a half body object, we propose the use of a much simpler feature extraction 
(HOG) technique and classification algorithm (SVM).   
2.5 Support Vector Machine (SVM)  
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [59] is a supervised learning algorithm popularly 
used for binary and multi-classification tasks.  
The SVM can be used to perform pattern recognition for two-class problems by 
determining the separating hyperplane with maximum distance to the closest points of the 
training set (the so-called support vectors). In this approach, optimal classification of a 
separable two-class problem is achieved by maximising the width of the margin between 
the two classes. This margin is the distance between the discriminating hyper-surface in 
n-dimensional feature space and the closest training patterns, named, support vectors. If 
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the data is not linearly separable in the input space, a non-linear transformation Φ(.) can 
be applied, which maps the data points x ∈ R into a high dimensional space H, named a 
feature space. The data is then separated as described above. The original support vector 
machine classifier was designed for linear separation of two classes; however, to solve the 
problem of separating more than two classes, the multi-class support vector machine was 
developed [60]. 
In the research presented in this thesis a SVM classifier was used in the classification 
human objects into full-body and half-body objects, i.e. to classify between those human 
objects that appears as complete and incomplete, showing only the top half (torso and 
above). The classification was based on HOG features (see section 3.4) extracted from a 
set of training images that consisted similar amounts of full-body and half-body humans. 
It is noted that the SVM classifier was chosen as the preferred classifier due to its proven 
accuracy when performing under constrained training sets and due to its known efficiency 
of processing. In practice, SVMs are also amongst the best “off-the-shelf” supervised 
learning algorithms in widespread use [5][61]. 
The use of the SVM classifier framework has dominated the person detection and 
recognition in computer vision [62]. Generally there are two approaches towards 
classification: -i.e. generative learning and discriminative learning [62]. The research 
shows that a discriminative classifier in supervised learning such as a Support Vector 
Machine performs far better than generative classifiers [62]. SVM and boosting are widely 
used for feature learning in discriminative models [63]. An important advantage of using 
SVM compared to other classifiers is computation time [64]. In addition, SVM is 
significantly successful in real world learning tasks [65]. [65] showed that active learning 
with SVMs can reduce the need for labelled training instances when used in text 
classification. 
[62] proposed a framework using an SVM multi-class classifier with a binary tree 
architecture to recognize multiple human activities from videos. [66] proposed two 
methods for facial expression recognition using a SVM classifiers. The multi-class 
strategies proposed in [60] are based on a SVM classifier used to recognize the 
human/person after the image is represented by colour based and shape based features. 
SVM classifiers have also been used within the person re-identification process by several 
other researches in [67], [68], [69], [70], [23] etc. 
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The classification of the above mentioned human objects first requires the extraction of 
suitable set of features that will be able to capture discriminative features between the 
objects with the two classes. For this purpose the Histogram of Gradients (HOG) features 
were used.  
 
2.6 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)[71] is a feature that is widely used to extract 
descriptors from images [72] that can be subsequently used in object 
detection/recognition. The HOG is considered as one of the most discriminative stand-
alone feature used in object detection/recognition [14]. Much of its advantage comes from 
its ability to reliably capture the local edge/gradient information; along with a built-in 
invariance to local illumination condition.  
The HOG feature extraction approach is based on evaluating the local histogram of image 
gradients orientation in a dense grid. The basic idea is that local object appearance and 
shape can be characterized rather well by the distribution of local intensity gradients or 
edge directions, even without precise knowledge of the corresponding gradient or edge 
positions. This is implemented by dividing the image into cells and computing a histogram 
of gradient directions or edge orientations for the pixels of each cell. Each local cell’s 1−D 
histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations over the pixels is first accumulated. 
The histograms are subsequently normalized prior to using them in generating the feature 
vector describing the object concerned, as normalisation helps to produce better 
invariance to illumination, shadowing, etc. [73]. The HOG based approach works by 
counting the occurrences of gradient orientations in localized portions of an image. The 
figure 2.11 illustrates the fundamental process of generating HOG from an image.  
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Figure 2.11: Generating HOG features from an image [74] 
 
2.7 Texture  
Texture is an important element in analysing an image [75]. There are several approaches 
and methods for texture analysis such as the use of the autocorrelation function, optical 
transforms, digital transforms, texture edgeness, structural elements, grey tone co-
occurrence matrices, run lengths, and auto-regressive models [75]. In this literature review 
the focus was on the determination of the Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) 
which is a way of extracting second order statistical texture features [76]. It is considered 
a descriptive texture feature for classification and is widely used due to its simplicity [5]. 
GLCM is widely used in different application areas for extracting image features, e.g. in 
[77] and [78] the GLCM was used for the classification of SAR sea-ice imagery. [79] used 
four of several features of GLCM to extract features in motion estimation of videos. The 
GLCM is also used in a number of other applications [64], [5], [80], [81] etc.  
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2.8 Colour  
Colour, beside texture and shape, is a common feature extraction used in appearance-
based techniques. The RGB colour space is the most common colour space used for 
extraction of colour features/descriptors [82]. It is used for person re-identification in [83], 
[84], [85], [13] etc. Another widely used colour space is the HSV, which consists of Hue, 
Saturation and Value [82]. The HSV histogram is used for appearance based re-
identification in [58], [86], [87], [88], [84], [89], [8], [90] etc. In some of the approaches 
present in literature, to extract more features, two or more colour spaces, such as RGB, 
HSV, YCbCR are mixed. [14], [91], [73], [92], [93].The HSV colour space is used in 
addressing people re-identification in this thesis as it can be used to easily separate the 
colour information. This is due to the fact that colour is defined within a single component 
(i.e. within the H component) and thus colour based thresholding or classification will be 
easier. This is not the case if YCbCr or RGB colour spaces were used. An added advantage 
of using the HSV colour space is that the ‘larkness’, ‘lightness’ or the ‘shade’ of a colour 
could also be defined by just one component, i.e. ‘V’. This is in particular important when 
one is trying to build a computer based system that mimics human behaviour, as a human, 
for e.g. may describe someone as “a man wearing a ‘light-blue’ jacket”. In such a case the 
colour ‘blue’ is indicated by a specific value of ‘H’, whilst the ‘lightness’ can be 
represented by a specific value of ‘V’.   
 
2.9 The Datasets  
In the research presented in this thesis the dataset used to evaluate the original person re-
identification algorithms of [28], its proposed improvement and the re-design based on an 
agent based framework is VIPeR [15]. The popularly used VIPeR dataset consist of 632 
pedestrian image pairs taken from random viewpoints under varying illumination 
conditions. The data was collected in an academic setting over the course of several 
months. Each image has been pre-scaled to 128x48 pixels. [15]  
The basis of the proposed improvement to the benchmark people re-identification 
approach presented in [28] is the ability of the proposed algorithm to first identify whether 
the human object detected is a full-bodied or half-bodied (i.e., the upper part only) (see 
Chapter-3). In order to enable the training of a SVM to classify between these two classes 
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of objects, a new dataset with half-body human’s were created from the original full-body 
images of humans of the VIPeR dataset. Some examples of the new dataset created are 
illustrated in figure 2.12. The images from the original VIPeR dataset and the modified 
VIPeR dataset were used in the training of the SVM classified using captured HOG 
features to make decisions as to whether the human detected appears in full or as a part. 
This is a vital decision that needs to be made in order to make effective used of novel 
approaches presented in chapters 4 and 5. 
 
(a) Modified images 
 
(a) Original images 
 
Figure 2.12: The Modified VIPeR dataset for full-body / half-body classification task 
2.10 The Performance Evaluation Methods 
In the research conducted within this thesis the Cumulative Matching Characteristic 
(CMC) curve, the rank of matched images and the normalised Area Under the (CMC) 
Curve (nAUC) are metrics/methods used to evaluate the performance of the benchmark 
and proposed person re-identification algorithms.  
The matching performance at ‘rank n’ reports the probability that the correct match occurs 
within the first n ranked results from the gallery of the image set. For example, Rank-1, 
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reports the probability that the correct match is found in the first (i.e. the best) ranked 
result. Similarly Rank-10 reports the probability that the correct match is found within the 
first-10 ranked results from the gallery of the image set, Matching performance at rank-n 
is obtained by calculating the Euclidean distances between a query image and all images 
in the gallery image set and ordering the matches in ascending order of matching error. 
The match with the smallest error is considered the rank-1 image and so on.  
The CMC curve plots the recognition for all rank values, n, and the nAUC summarises 
the area under the CMC curve (Note: the ideal nAUC is 1.0 and nAUC of 0.5 defines 
match obtains simply by ’chance’). However, the measures used for the performance 
evaluation of the proposed improvements to the benchmark person re-identification 
algorithm are limited to the rank score illustrated by the associated cumulative matching 
characteristic (CMC) curves [5] ,[15]. 
2.11 Summary & Conclusion 
In this chapter a detailed review of literature and the vital background knowledge required 
to understand the experimental context of the proposed research, the proposed 
modification to the benchmark people re-identification algorithm and the proposed re-
design of the logic behind the concept of people re-identification based on agent based 
technology, has been presented. To this extent the fundamental concepts behind agent 
based systems, multi-agent systems, the benchmark people re-identification approach, the 
approach the proposed research has adopted to distinguish between detected full-body and 
half-body human objects, the original and modified image datasets used for experiments 
and the methods that will be used to evaluate the performance of the proposed modified 
approaches were presented.  
It is assumed that level of knowledge about the above fundamental concepts, systems and 
data presented in this chapter will enable the reader to understand the contributory 
research presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. However in case further information is needed, 
interested readers are referred to the original publications that provides further details. 
This literature review conducted within the scope of this thesis and presented above 
provided the motivation to look into using a multi-agent based framework for addressing 
the problem of person re-identification. An agent based approach can simplify a complex 
system through splitting tasks into smaller groups of tasks such that each task is allocated 
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to an agent and the results can be combined. Agents can work independently without direct 
intervention from users, and have the ability to cooperate for best results. Agents can deal 
with different sources of data that may be distributed in different places and are 
heterogeneous. This is actually an important feature in many fields such as healthcare, 
social media, the Internet and many other fields [94]. 
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Chapter 3 
3. Proof the Concept 
 
3.1 Introduction  
In chapter-1 it was explained that the natural /tendency of a human observer monitoring 
video footage in order to carry out a human object re-identification task is to give different 
levels of priority to the different parts of the body they focus, depending on 
visibility/occlusion, texture/patterns, contrast, colour, etc. As a result, a human observer 
has the ability to re-identify a person, not only based on the appearance of the full body 
of the person being re-identified, but also based purely on a part of the human body (say 
the top half of the body) that is easily identifiable (i.e. rich in features/character etc.) 
In contract, existing human object re-identification algorithms (see chapter-2) have been 
designed (i.e. trained) to recognise and re-identify full-body human objects. The reason 
being that in a typical training phase, the training images used are of a full-body nature. 
Such systems assume that in the capture of a human like object within a test scenario the 
entire body is captured and equal weights should be given to various parts of the human 
figure in making the decision as to whether an object detected matches with a previously 
detected object. In such systems, prior to object re-identification, a human object detection 
stage exists to separate out the foreground of a human object from its background. If a 
typical scene consists of humans who are only part visible (say only top half is visible), 
then the above pre-processing/detection stage will either not detect the human at all or if 
detected as a human will assume that the entire human body has been captured with the 
region-of-interest. Thus this creates a situation in which the computer vision based 
approach may not perform in a manner similar to how a human observer can perform.   
3.2 Methodology and Experiment Design 
In this chapter we use the benchmark HSCD feature based human object re-identification 
approach presented in detail in section 2.4 to carry out human-object re-identification on 
a dataset that was modified to contain examples of half-body human objects (see section 
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2.9). The aim is to prove that in the presence of occlusion the benchmark approach 
performs sub-optimally and hence requires re-design that can address the relevant 
challenges.  
Below we provide experiments to investigate the impact of the above mentioned 
performance issue on the state-of-the-art benchmark computer vision system used for 
human object re-identification: 
Experiment 1 - The impact on overall matching accuracy when full body human objects 
are matched with half-body human objects in a typical human object re-identification 
algorithm. 
Experiment 2 - The impact of giving different weights to different regions of the human 
body to be able to improve the accuracy of a full body human object matching with it’s 
half-body human object. 
In addition to the above the following two experiments were also conducted: 
Experiment 3 – An experiment to analyse the performance of the benchmark algorithm 
when the top and the bottom halves of the human-object is divided into difference 
numbers of horizontally oriented slices before feature extraction is used to carry out 
distance based matching.  
Experiment 4 - An eye-tracking exercise to determine the eye movement behaviour of a 
human observing a video clip to identify and visually track a person with a given 
description.  
The procedure carried out to modify the dataset for the proof-of-concept research, the 
details of experiments conducted, results and they analysis are presented below.                                                                                                                              
3.3 Experiments, Results and Analysis  
The VIPeR dataset consist of two datasets (set-A and set-B) of 632 full-body human 
images. Each dataset has only one view of an individual person with another view of the 
same person being in the other dataset. For the purpose of clarity of reference in this 
chapter we name this original VIPeR dataset as dataset-1. In section 2.9 it was mentioned 
that a new dataset of half-body human objects with only the top part of the human body 
was created for the purpose of experiments. In doing so half-body human objects were 
created only using one of the two datasets (say set-A of dataset-1) of dataset-1. The other 
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was not changed. We name this dataset-2. For the experiments in this chapter two further 
datasets were made out of the set-A of dataset-1. The first consisted of 200 half-body 
images with the rest being full-body (dataset-3) and the second 400 half body images with 
the rest being full-body (dataset-4). Note that in both datasets 3 and 4 the set-B remained 
unaltered.   
3.3.1 Experiment-1 
In this experiment we test the performance of the benchmark people re-identification 
algorithm on datasets 1-4. It is noted that the benchmark algorithm assumes that the 
database it uses is a collection of human objects that have been pre-detected and defined 
within rectangular areas of size 128x48 pixels. It compares each image in set-A with 
respect to all other images of set-B using the distance metrics between HSCD feature 
vectors representing an image pair being compared, as defined in Chapter-3.  
Table 3.1 compares the results obtained when the benchmark algorithm was executed on 
the original VIPeR dataset and the three modified datasets using the application based 
CMC indexes defined and discussed in section 2.10.  
Table 3.1: Comparison between re-identifications results when using the four datasets 
Experiment R-1 R-10 nAUC-10% ACI 
Dataset-1 (original VIPeR dataset) 31.16 86.72 73.18 98.75 
Dataset-4 (200 modified) 24.40 76.16 62.08 92.78 
Dataset-3 (400 modified) 16.42 67.93 50.28 82.89 
Dataset-2 (632 images modified) 8.48 61.77 42.50 73.53 
 
The above results indicate that the re-identification accuracy is affected when some part 
of the body is not visible. For instance, the matching rate at rank 1 and 10 for the original 
VIPeR dataset is 31.16 and 86.72 respectively. Whereas the rank 1 and 10 results for the 
dataset-2 decreased to 8.48% and 61.77% respectively. The nAUC-10% (normalized Area 
Under CMC between rank1 and rank 10) also decreased from 73.18 for the original dataset 
to be 42.50 for this dataset-2. The ACI which is formed by adding and normalising the 
three indexes Rank 1, Rank 10 and nAUC-10%, dropped by approximately 25%.  For 
dataset-3 and dataset-4 it is noted that all four metrics are between those obtained for 
dataset-1 and dataset-2, with dataset-4 performing better as compared to dataset-3. These 
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results are justifiable due to the fact that both dataset have a lessor number of modified 
half-body images as compared to that in dataset-1 and dataset-4 has less modified images 
than dataset-3.  
Figure 3.1 illustrates and compares the results obtained with dataset-1 and dataset-2 when 
conducting Experiment-1. Note that the left side column illustrates results when both set-
A and set-B of the VIPeR dataset were not modified and had full-body images. The right 
side column of results illustrates the matching results obtained when the set-A of the 
VIPeR dataset was completely converted to half-body images (dataset-2). In other words 
all matching results are sought for half-body images of set-A from within full-body images 
of set-B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                   (a)                                                                                              (b) 
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Figure 3.1: Experiment-1: Matching results  (a) Results with dataset-1 (b) Results with dataset-4 
A close analysis of the results illustrated in figure-3.1 shows that with dataset-1 being 
used, in 5 out of the 10 results illustrated, the correct match is found as the Rank-1 image 
(i.e. best matched), two other cases finding the correct match as the Rank-3 and Rank-5 
images. In three of the ten cases, the best match picked up to Rank-8 is not correct. 
However with dataset-2 when matches were searched for half body images, the correct 
matches were not detected within the Rank-8 images for 7 out of the 10 selected cases for 
illustration. In the three cases where the correct matches were located, they were located 
further down the rank order. The results clearly proves that there is a significant impact 
on matching accuracy when half-body human objects are used to compare against the full-
body images of the same human-object. Simply the matching is inaccurate. This 
observation justifies the need of a matching criterion that is dependent on whether the 
human body is visible in full of in part. Although this fact has been proven making use of 
the benchmark human object re-identification algorithm, similar results can be obtained 
if any alternative human-object re-identification approach was used in conducting 
experiment-1.  
3.3.2 Experiment-2 
In the benchmark algorithm a detected human figure (layer-0) is first divided into two 
regions, top-half and bottom-half (layer-1). These regions are then sub-divided into two 
further regions each (layer-2). Finally each of the resulting sub-regions in each half is 
again divided into two further regions each (layer-3). Based on the above three-layer 
decomposition excluding layer-0), the third layer will thus finally have eight sub regions 
as depicted in figure 3.2. The benchmark algorithm generates the feature vector 
representing the detected human by extracting features from all of the 15 regions (to 
include layer-0, the detected human region) and concatenating them (see Chapter 2). 
The aim of this experiment is to determine whether all of the above mentioned layers 
utilised by the benchmark algorithm is required for an accurate recognition of a human 
for re-identification purposes or a sub-set of layers/regions can be used for the same. 
Further the experiment aims to compare the performance of possible modifications to the 
benchmark algorithm with that of other state-of-the-art algorithms. It is noted that for the 
experiment-2 the original VIPeR database, i.e. dataset-1 is used.  
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Figure 3.2: The original layers and levels [28] 
The first part of this experiment aims to study the impact of layer-0 features on the overall 
accuracy of re-identification. The reason behind this investigation is that in the final 
design of the proposed agent based system for people re-identification, we intend the make 
the decisions based on features captured from the top and bottom half’s separately 
independent of global features present within the entire human figure. I.e. to ignore the 
contributions from features of level-0. The figure 3.3 illustrates the three-level 
decomposition of each half of the human body that is now used for feature extraction as 
explained in Chapter-2.   
 
 
 
 
 
For each half (i.e. top and bottom) the overall matching distance is calculated by 
determining an equally weighted combination of MCSH and MSPC feature distances as 
adopted in the benchmark algorithm.  Subsequently the overall matching distance between 
the two human objects being matched is calculated as follows based on the assumption 
that both top and bottom parts have equal importance in making the decision.  
d(I୫ୟ୧୬, I୫ୟ୧୬ᇱ ) = w୘୭୮ ∗ ݀൫I୲୭୮, I୲୭୮ᇱ ൯ + w஻௢௧௧௢௠ ∗ ݀(I௕௢௧௧௢௠, I௕௢௧௧௢௠ᇱ )              (Eq. 3.1) 
where wTop = wBottom = 0.5 are weights corresponding to the significance of top and bottom 
half’s contributions to the overall re-identification and d(Itop, I’top), d(IBottom, I’Bottom) are 
(a) Top part    (b) Bottom part 
Figure 3.3: Top-half and bottom-half of human body separated and subsequently decomposed twice 
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the respectively the matching distances between top and bottom parts of two human 
objects being matched. 
The table 3.2 illustrate and compared the CMC indexes obtained when using the 
benchmark algorithm and the modified algorithm as discussed above. As the values 
obtained for the four indexes are very similar it can be concluded that excluding the layer-
0 features from consideration during matching in human object re-identification can be 
justified.  
Table 3.2: Performance comparison – Benchmark vs Modified algorithms 
Method  R-1% R-10% nAUC-10% ACI 
benchmark algorithm 31.16 86.72 73.18 99.76 
proposed/modified 
algorithm 
31.46 86.71 72.85 99.55 
 
The figure 3.4 plots the CMC curves for the benchmark algorithm and proposed modified 
algorithm. The overlapping of the graphs further justifies the fact that that there is no 
change to the accuracy of recognition achieved in human object re-identification after 
ignoring the consideration of the detected layer-0 image.  
 
Figure 3.4: CMC curves – Benchmark vs Modified algorithms 
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In the second part of the experiment-2 the performance of modified algorithm was 
compared against that of the other published state-of-the-art methods including 
SDALF[58], SCEAF[95], eBiCov[96], MCTCS [97], eSDC[18], RS-KISS [98] and LF 
[15]. The corresponding CMC curves are plotted in Figure 3.5 for comparison purposes. 
The plots show that the accuracy of re-identification when using the modified algorithms 
is higher than all the other algorithms within the first ten ranked results and compares well 
with all but two approaches beyond rank-10.   
 
Figure 3.5: comparisons CMC curve of person re-identification 
 
In addition to the CMC curves, the performance related indexes R-1%, R-10%, nAUC-
10% and ACI (Application-based CMC Index) were used to compare the performance of 
the proposed algorithm with those of the state-of-the-art algorithms. Table 3.3 shows the 
comparison. 
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Table 3.3.3: Performance comparison of the modified algorithm with that of other state-of-the-art approaches 
Method  R-1% R-10% nAUC-
10% 
ACI 
HSCD 31.16 86.72 73.18 98.76 
Modified 
algorithm  
31.79 86.84 72.34 98.79 
SDALF 19.87 75.79 57.34 89.80 
SCEAF 26.49 82.60 66.43 93.91 
eBiCov 24.14 80.52 63.64 91.47 
MCTCS 23.43 84.86 66.28 92.13 
eSDC 26.74 84.50 67.97 94.63 
RS-KISS 24.50 88.38 71.53 93.95 
LF 24.18 89.50 72.18 94.02 
 
The final stage of experiment-2 was conducted to determine whether after elimination the 
layer-0 image from consideration, eliminating further regions from the top and/or the 
bottom parts of the human body will have an effect on the re-identification accuracy.  
The Figure 3.6 illustrates the CMC curves when the all layers and regions of the lower 
part of the human body were considered but different combinations of layers were 
considered for the top part of the human body. A closer look at the accuracy figures 
obtained at R-10% rank shows that the most important layer is layer-3 and combining it 
with layer-2 and/or layer 3 and/or both these layers give the best accuracy levels.  
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a. Top (layer 1) b. Top (layer 2) 
c. Top (layer 3) d. Top (layer 1+2)  
e. Top (layer 1+2+3) f. Top (layer 1+3) 
The Figure 3.7 illustrates the CMC curves when the all layers and regions of the lower 
part of the human body were considered but different combinations of layers were 
considered for the bottom part of the human body. A closer look at the accuracy figures 
obtained at R-10% rank shows that the most important layer is layer-3 and combining it 
with layer-2 and/or layer 3 and/or both these layers give the best accuracy levels.  
Figure 3.6: CMC curves when different combinations of upper body layers were considered 
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a. Bottom (layer 1) b. Bottom (layer 2) 
c. Bottom (layer 3) d. Bottom (layer 1+2) 
e. Bottom (layer 1+3) f. Bottom (layer 1+2+3) 
 
Figure 3.7: CMC curves when different combinations of lower body layers were considered 
Table 3.4 tabulates the accuracy related indexes obtained when different combinations of 
layers were used from both the upper and lower parts of the human body. The results 
further confirm the importance of layer-3 of both upper and lower parts of the human body 
towards obtaining highest possible levels of re-identification accuracy. However the best 
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performance was obtained when using all three layers of both the upper and lower parts 
of the human body.  
Table 3.4: Comparison of performance when different combination of layers from top and bottom part of the 
human body were used 
Method  R-1% R-
10% 
nAUC-
10% 
ACI 
Benchmark algorithm  31.16 86.72 73.18 99.70 
Top layer 3 and Bottom 
layer 1 +2 
31.19 86.23 72.12 99.50 
Top layer 2+ 3 and Bottom 
layer 3 
31.27 86.52 72.65 99.73 
Top layer 2+ 3 and Bottom 
layer 1+2+3 
31.31 86.82 72.90 99.85 
Top layer 1+2+ 3 and 
Bottom layer 2+3 
31.41 86.95 72.90 99.96 
Top layer 1+2+ 3 and 
Bottom layer 1+2+3 
31.46 86.71 72.85 99.93 
Top layer 2 and Bottom 
layer 1+3 
31.19 86.77 72.28 99.35 
 
The results of experiment 2 conclude the following: 
1. The layer-0 image can be removed from being considered in human object re-
identification. 
2. It is recommended that all other layers from both the top and the bottom half of the 
human object are used in human object re-identification.  
3. A modified algorithm based on removing layer-0 from consideration and using all 
other regions compares well with other state-of-the art algorithms. 
Given the above conclusions in subsequent work presented in this thesis information from 
all of layers 1, 2 and 3 are utilised in the process of human object re-identification. 
3.3.3 Experiment-3 
In the experiemt-2 both the top and bottom parts of the human object contributed equally 
towards the overall matching distance obtained between two human objects being 
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matched, as given by equation-4. This was due to the fact that an equal weight of 0.5 was 
given to two half’s of the body. The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the use 
of differential weighting between the top/bottom parts of the human body and determine 
the impact on the overall accuracy of re-identification. For this purpose the datasets 1-4 
that includes the original VIPeR dataset (dataset-1) and the three further modified datasets 
with different numbers of half-body images will be used. The idea is to create a more 
realistic training/testing environment within which the investigation could be carried out.  
Table 3.5 tabulates the combinations of weights used in experiment-3 for the top and 
bottom parts of the human body. It is noted that the use of weight pair (0.5,0.5) gives equal 
importance to both the top and bottom part of a human figure, whereas the weight pair 
(1,0) completely ignores the presence (or absence) of the bottom part of the human body 
in re-identification. The latter is a scenario that is practically feasible and should hence be 
investigated. 
Table 3.5: different combination of weight for both parts 
Top part weight 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1 
Bottom part weight 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0 
 
 
The experimental results are presented, discussed and analysed as follows: 
a) Experiment with dataset-4 (200 modified half-body images amongst a total of 632 
images) 
The figure 3.8 illustrates the CMC curves obtained when different weight combinations 
were tested in calculation of the overall matching distance. In each graph a comparison of 
the CMC curve obtained with differential weighting has been compared with that of the 
CMC curved obtained by the benchmark algorithm that also considers layer-0 (named as 
HSCD). As the modifications made to the 200 images in the dataset-4 is the removal of 
the bottom half of the human figure, it is seen that a weight pair of (0.1, 0.9) has resulted 
in the CMC curve indicating a significant degradation of performance accuracy as 
compared to the benchmark. For the 200 images that have been changed the significant 
part is the upper part. The fact that the weight pair (0.7, 0.3) performs marginally better 
than the benchmark is a proof of this argument. However no improvement is indicated 
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with the weight pair (0.9, 0.1). This is due to the fact that only 200 out of the 632 images 
have been modified in dataset-4 and the performance related to the non-modified images 
will reduce if the weight assigned to the top part is increased further. It should also be 
pointed out that when the weight pair (0.5, 0.5) is used the performance is very similar to 
that of the benchmark. This proves that the layer-0 has not impacted on the matching 
accuracy.   
 
 
Figure 3.8: CMC curves obtained for different weight pairs compared with the CMC curves of the benchmark 
algorithm (on dataset-4) 
For clarity of illustration figure 3.9 plots the CMC curves with different weights on one 
set of axes. 
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Figure 3.9: CMC curves when using different weight combination (on dataset-4) 
The comparison of performance when using different weight combinations based on the 
metrics R-1%, R-10%, nAUC-10% and ACI is tabulated in table 3.6. The results further 
justifies the observations made when analysing the CMC curves above.  
Table 3.6: Performance comparison when using different weights (on dataset-4).  
Top Weight Bottom Weight R-1% R-10% nAUC-10% ACI 
0.1 0.9 15.73 62.91 48.35 82.14 
0.3 0.7 22.37 70.92 56.41 93.67 
0.5 0.5 24.29 75.98 61.78 98.35 
0.7 0.3 25.16 78.78 63.09 99.05 
0.9 0.1 22.83 75.97 61.08 97.43 
1 0 21.39 74.30 59.06 95.26 
 
b) Experiment with dataset-3 (400 modified half-body images amongst a total of 632 
images) 
The figure 3.10 illustrates the CMC curves obtained when different weight combinations 
were tested in calculation of the overall matching distance. 
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Figure 3.10: CMC curves obtained for different weight pairs compared with the CMC curves of the benchmark 
algorithm (on dataset-3) 
For clarity of illustration figure 3.11 plots the CMC curves with different weights on one 
set of axes. 
 
Figure 3.11: CMC curves when using different weight combination (on dataset-3) 
The comparison of performance when using different weight combinations based on the 
metrics R-1%, R-10%, nAUC-10% and ACI is tabulated in table 3.7.  
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Table 3.7:  Performance comparison when using different weights (on dataset-3). 
Top 
Weight 
Bottom 
Weight 
R-1% R-10% nAUC-10% ACI 
0.1 0.9 9.94 45.17 32.84 76.22 
0.3 0.7 13.42 55.78 41.23 88.14 
0.5 0.5 16.66 67.28 49.82 98.52 
0.7 0.3 19.76 73.88 56.19 98.96 
0.9 0.1 19.89 73.88 57.33 98.86 
1 0 19.30 72.64 56.69 98.68 
 
The results above demonstrates that when more of the images of the database are 
converted to half-body (top-only) images, there the re-identification accuracy can be 
improved more significantly beyond the benchmark algorithm by increasing the weight 
applied to the distance of the top part of the body. In fact the weight combination (0.9, 
0.1) now results is a marginally better performance as compared to the weight 
combination (0.7, 0.3). This is justified as 400 out of 632 images are half-body (top-only) 
images. It is also further observed that giving higher weight to the top part of the body as 
compared to the bottom part (e.g. weight combination (0.1,0.9)) now gives a significantly 
lower performance as compared to the experiments conducted with dataset-4 that only 
included 200 modified images.  
c. Experiment with dataset-2 (632 modified half-body images amongst a total of 632 
images) 
The figure 3.12 illustrates the CMC curves obtained when different weight combinations 
were tested in calculation of the overall matching distance. 
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Figure 3.12 CMC curves obtained for different weight pairs compared with the CMC curves of the benchmark 
algorithm (on dataset-2) 
For clarity of illustration figure 3.13 plots the CMC curves with different weights on one 
set of axes. 
 
 
Figure 3.13: CMC curves when using different weight combination (on dataset-2) 
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The comparison of performance when using different weight combinations based on the 
metrics R-1%, R-10%, nAUC-10% and ACI is tabulated in table 3.8.  
Table 3.8: Performance comparison when using different weights (on dataset-2). 
Top Weight Bottom Weight R-1% R-10% nAUC-10% ACI 
0.1 0.9 3.28 34.57 21.20 67.21 
0.3 0.7 6.53 49.79 32.20 87.64 
0.5 0.5 9.68 62.04 43.55 98.30 
0.7 0.3 12.78 68.67 50.33 98.62 
0.9 0.1 15.16 69.78 52.50 98.55 
1 0 15.76 69.07 52.37 98.51 
 
In comparison with results presented when the dataset-3 was used, as the dataset-2 has all 
of the 632 images modified to only include the top part of the body, the importance of 
weighting the top part of the body furthermore, in the calculation of the matching distance 
is further supported by the experimental results presented above.  
3.3.4 Experiment-4 
The purpose of this experiment and the subsequent analysis is to investigate what a human 
observer would do, when given instruction to identify and track (re-identify) a human in 
a given video clip. As any computer vision or machine learning algorithm one would wish 
to design and develop would ultimately compete with the performance of a human 
observer doing the same task (and may even exceed a human observer’s performance) it 
is vital that we analyse a human’s behaviour with the hope that it could support justifying 
some of the design decisions we will make in Chapter-5 and 6. 
To investigate the above an example test case of a detailed and comprehensive research 
study conducted by S.Al-Raisi [99] will be used. This study was conducted in observing 
30 human observers who were asked to view 13 different videos under similar conditions 
and from each video identify and confirm a person with a given description such as, ‘A 
Man Wearing a Blue Shirt’, ‘A Women wearing white trouser and carrying a black 
handbag’ etc. During the experiment the human observers eye movements were captured 
using a commercial grade eye-tracker [100]. For the purpose of this research an 
experiment related to a single video clip (2 minute) in which the 30 participants were 
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asked to identify and tract “a women wearing a white trouser and carrying a pink shoulder 
handbag” is studied in detail below.   
The figure 3.14 (a) shows the picture of the woman matching the above description in the 
selected video. In order to study the level of attention human observers have either 
purposefully or non-purposefully given to separate parts of the observed human objects 
body, we divide the captured object area into four Regions of Interest (ROIs) 
corresponding to the (1) Face, (2) middle part-shirt / top-half, (3) hand bag and (4) lower 
part-trouser / bottom-half. Figure 4.14 (b) illustrate this division and marks the boundaries 
of the regions of interest. 
 
(a) Target woman  (b) four part 
Figure 3.14: Eye Tracking Experiment – Target Object and its division into four regions of interest 
The table 3.9 tabulates the human attention results from the eye tracking experiment. The 
first row of results indicates what percentage of participants focused their attention to a 
relevant ROI first. It is seen that 70% of the participants first gave attention to the trouser 
area as the instruction given predominately included a description of the trouser, i.e. it 
being ‘white’ in colour. The second row and third to show the percentage of participants 
who gave attention to the relevant ROI areas, second and third respectively. These results 
show that the region of interest that managed to attract a human observers attention was 
the middle part of the body despite no direct information was given to describe that park 
in the description given. Indirectly the fact that a women was to be found in this search, 
this could be the reason that this area attracted more attention, in particular because the 
person had short hair and would not easily distinguishable as a women from the look of 
her face.  
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In summary when observing the visual attention of human observers it is seen from this 
experimental analysis that different parts of the human body plays a different level of 
significance in the recognition and tracking (re-identification). This different in attention 
could be due to the specific instructions given to the observer or due to 
attractive/distractive other objects, features etc. of a region.  
 Table 3.9:Eye Tracking Experimental Results – Visual Attention to ROIs 
 
 
3.4 Conclusion  
 The research presented in this chapter leads to a number of conclusions that are vital in 
understanding the shortcomings of state-of-the-art human object re-identification 
algorithms and in determining possible approaches to their improvement. 
The Experiment-1concluded that suitable provision should be made to consider the impact 
of the full or partial visibility of a detected human object, when it is to be used for the 
purpose of matching with another detected human object within a typical re-identification 
task. A top-body human object that has been detected should use this knowledge in finding 
a best match as such an object should only be compared with the top part of a detected 
full-body object that may be a good match. If this important fact is ignored, the 
experiments revealed that the overall matching accuracy substantially decreases. 
The Experiment-2 concluded that in matching two objects within a typical re-
identification task, using equal weights to give identical significance to the top and bottom 
parts of a human body is not optimal. The experiment proved that typically the top part of 
a human body should be given higher significance and a closer investigation revealed that 
this is due to the fact that the humans tend to where clothing of more significant texture, 
Order No Face 1 
Middle part-
shirt 
Hand 
bag 
Lower part- 
trouser 
1st  5% 20% 10% 70% 
2nd 15% 55% 20% 5% 
3rd 15% 25% 35% 0% 
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colour, contrast at the top (e.g. shirt/top) than at the bottom (i.e. trouser/skirt). Therefore 
the use of a feature extraction stage that investigates the impact of texture and colour in 
giving higher visual significance to the top (or bottom in some case) could be 
recommended as a solution.  
The Experiment-3 concluded that in using the benchmark people re-identification 
algorithm, there is no need to make use of all layers of resolution. In particular it was 
shown that the full human body region can be completely ignored and the matching can 
commence from the top/bottom regions and the resolution levels below. This experiment 
provided a useful insight into the fact that the benchmark algorithm can be re-designed 
for the purpose of the multi-agent based solution to human object re-identification that 
this thesis proposes in Chapter-5. 
Finally Experiment-4 concluded that as human observers tasked with a manual person re-
identification task, the attention given to different parts of the human body is different. As 
such forensic tasks are carried out based on verbal description of a human object being 
sought, the experiments revealed that intended attention is given to some regions based of 
the description given and un-intended attention is given based on colour/contrast and other 
unique and interesting features. This experiment concluded that in the design of a human 
object re-identification task it will be useful to consider the behaviour of a human who 
will be tasked with re-identification following a manual process. Such knowledge, if used 
in the design of a computer based system, can help improve re-identification accuracy and 
system design flexibility.  
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Chapter 4 
4. The Proposed Human Re-Identification 
Approach 
 
4.1 Introduction  
In Chapter-3 the essential need for a human object re-identification algorithm to apply 
differential weighting to the top and bottom half of a human object when comparing two 
objects for matching, was proven through rigorous investigations. These investigations 
were driven by the observations made in the review of literature (see Chapter-2) that state-
of-the-art algorithms fail to address this fundamental issue while matching objects for re-
identification. The experiments in Chapter-3 concluded that the differential weighting that 
should be applied to top and bottom parts of human objects when being matched should 
depend of the full/partial visibility of a human figure in a given video frame and also the 
richness and uniqueness of features that will enable more accurate estimations of 
similarity of objects being matched.  
Given the above observations from Chapter-3, it is important to determine ways to 
measure the full/partial visibility and also measure the visual significance of the 
top/bottom parts of a detected human, the main research focus of this chapter. It is noted 
that for clarity of presentation the experiments presented in this chapter reports 
quantitative and qualitative results of only a selected sample of test cases. However the 
experiments have been conducted on all test data derived from the VIPER database.   
For clarity of presentation the chapter is divided into several sub sections. Section 4.2 
present the methodology of the proposed human re-identification approach. Section 4.3 
proposes a formula for the determination of matching distance between two objects being 
matched which will be further defined based on subsequent research conducted within the 
research context of this chapter. Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.5 subsequently investigate how to 
estimate the weights of this formula based on HOG, texture and colour feature estimation. 
Section 4.7 integrates the findings of section 4.4-4.6 within the formula presented in 
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section 4.3. Finally section 4.8 concludes with an insight into the work presented in 
Chapter-5. 
 
4.2 Methodology 
In this chapter we carry out research to determine how to determine whether a detected 
human figure is full or half-bodied and how to set weights for the lower and upper parts 
of a human body automatically to optimise matching accuracy for object re-identification. 
More specifically we investigate the use of HOG features in full-body/half-body 
classification and the analysis if texture and colour features for the determination of the 
weights that should be applied to the top and bottom part of the human body in matching, 
should the objects detected and being matched are full body objects. A combined formula 
that will determine the matching metric to be used in object re-identification is derived 
from the analysis of the above. The work presented is novel and makes way for a 
substantial original research contribution in Chapter-5 in being able to design and 
implementation of an agent based framework for human object re-identification that is 
scalable to fit any scale of application, thus resolving a significant drawback of all existing 
techniques. 
 
4.3 Derivation of the Proposed Formula for Person Re-
Identification 
In chapter-3 it was proven that instead of using equal weights for the matching distances 
of top and bottom half’s of a human object in calculating the overall matching distance 
for human object re-identification as proposed by the benchmark, it is more effective to 
use equation 4.1 given below: 
d(I୫ୟ୧୬, I୫ୟ୧୬ᇱ ) = w୘୭୮ ∗ ݀൫I୲୭୮, I୲୭୮ᇱ ൯ + w஻௢௧௧௢௠ ∗ ݀(I௕௢௧ , I௕௢௧௧௢௠ᇱ )              (Eq. 4.1)            
where w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠ are the respective weights to be applied for the top and bottom 
part matching distances, ݀൫I୲୭୮, I୲୭୮ᇱ ൯ and ݀(I௕௢௧௧௢௠, I௕௢௧௧௢௠ᇱ ) , respectively.  
It is proposed to use the concept of marginal probability [101] to automatically determine 
the weights, w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠. 
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Consider two random variables H and L where H refers to significance of the upper/lower 
parts of a human body within a person re-identification task and L refers to 
features/appearance of a human body or a body part. As discussed in chapter-3 the novelty 
of the proposed human object re-identification algorithm is that it will assign different 
weights to the upper and lower parts of a human body instead of weighting parts equally. 
Therefore H= {upper, lower} where ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ refers to the weights allocated to 
the upper and lower parts of a human body, respectively.  
The above mentioned weights depends on whether the human object that has been 
detected is a full body object (i.e. consists of both upper and lower body parts) or a half-
body (upper only, due to practical reasons) object and the role that texture and colour play 
in uniquely identifying the human body parts. Therefore L = {classifier, colour, texture}. 
The variable ‘classifier’ is an output from a classification algorithm that is used to 
determine whether the observed human object is full or half-body (see section 4.3). It is 
noted that in the proposed work we use a SVM based classifier that outputs a single 
parameter named as the ‘score’, where a value of 1 will indicate that it is likely that the 
human object is a full-body object (i.e. equally likely that both the upper and lower parts 
of the human body will have similar significance) and 0 if it is half/upper-body only object 
(see section 4.4). The variables ‘colour’ and ‘texture’ refers to a quantification of colour 
and texture of the upper and lower parts of a human body. 
Table 4.1 tabulates the conditional probability, P(H|L).  
It is noted that in the quantification of texture(see section 4.4) and colour (see section 4.5) 
the variables ‘a’ and ‘b’ refers the probabilities of significance of texture and colour, 
respectively, of the upper part of a human body w.r.t. to the lower part of the human body.  
Table 4.1: Conditional probability table 
                     Conditional Probability P(H|L) 
 L=classifier L=colour L=texture 
H=upper -0.5score+1 a b 
H=lower 0.5score 1-a 1-b 
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It was mentioned above that the variable ‘score’ that is the output of the classifier that 
determines whether the detected human body is a full body or a half body human object 
(see section 4.3). 
The conditional probability of the weight to be allocated to the upper body signifying the 
upper body's significance to the human object re-identification, given that the detected 
human is a full/half-body human is given as:  
P(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ | ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) = −0.5 ݏܿ݋ݎ݁ + 1 
It is noted that here we consider a simple linear function. Polynomial forms can also be 
considered. 
Similarly, the conditional probability of the weight to be allocated to the lower body 
signifying the lower body’s significance to the human object re-identification, given that 
the detected human is a full/half-body human is given as:  
P(ܪ = ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ | ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) = 0.5 ݏܿ݋ݎ݁ 
 
Given the above conditional probabilities, the table 4.2 tabulates the Joint Probabilities 
[101] P(H,L) for the upper part and lower part of the body: 
Table 4.2: Joint probability table  
 Joint probability P(H,L) 
 L=classifier L=colour L=texture 
H=upper P(L=classifier)*
P(H=upper|L=cla
ssifier) 
P(H=upper| 
L=colour)*P(L=colo
ur) 
P(H=upper|L= 
L=texture)*P(L=textur
e) 
H=lower P(L=classifier)*
P(H= lower 
|L=classifier) 
P(H= lower | 
L=colour)*P(L=colo
ur) 
P(H= lower |L= 
L=texture)*P(L=textur
e) 
 
Note that in the above table, P(L=classifier), P(L=colour) and P(L=texture) refers 
respectively to the ‘Prior Probabilities’ given to the output of the classifier, colour and 
texture respectively, depicting their relative significance in human object re-identification. 
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Within the research context of this thesis it is assumed that the prior probabilities are:  
P(ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) = 0.6 
P(ܮ = ܿ݋݈݋ݑݎ) = 0.2 
P(ܮ = ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁) = 0.2 
Therefore the marginal probabilities that determine the weights to be allocated are: 
P(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ) =  ܲ(ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) ∗ ܲ(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ|ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) + 
ܲ(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ| ܮ = ܿ݋݈݋ݑݎ) ∗ ܲ(ܮ = ܿ݋݈݋ݑݎ) + 
ܲ(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ|ܮ =  ܮ = ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁) ∗ ܲ(ܮ = ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁) 
=  0.6 ∗ (−0.5ݏܿ݋ݎ݁ + 1) + 0.2 ∗ ܽ + 0.2 ∗ ܾ     (Eq. 4.2) 
P(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ) =  ܲ(ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) ∗ ܲ(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ |ܮ = ݈ܿܽݏݏ݂݅݅݁ݎ) + 
ܲ(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ | ܮ = ܿ݋݈݋ݑݎ) ∗ ܲ(ܮ = ܿ݋݈݋ݑr) + 
ܲ(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ |ܮ =  ܮ = ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁) ∗ ܲ(ܮ = ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁) 
=  0.6 ∗ (0.5ݏܿ݋ݎ݁) + 0.2 ∗ (1 − ܽ) + 0.2 ∗ (1 − ܾ)    (Eq. 4.3) 
where ܲ(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ) and ܲ(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ) are the weight to be allocated to the upper and 
lower parts of the human object within the re-identification task. There values can then be 
used in equation 4.1 as w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠ respectively. 
4.4 Full-body vs Half-body Classification 
It is important that the features to be extracted from identified potential ‘human object 
region’ should be robust and distinct enough to help the classifier distinguish between 
whether it is a full-body human or a half-body human object. Therefore, the HOG features 
that has been proven to have the above two properties [71] were selected to extract features 
(see section 2.6).  
For the purpose of classification of the object, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
implementation of [102] & [60] was used. The output of this particular implementation of 
the SVM classifier is, ‘score’, a number between 0 and 1 (see table 4.3) where 1 refers to 
the fact that the detected human region is a full body with equal probability of significance 
to be assigned to both the upper and lower parts of the human body, and 0 refers to the 
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fact that the detected region is entirely an upper body only object with zero probability of 
significance to be assigned to the lower body (see table 4.3),  
Table 4.3: Classifier output and assignment of significance to upper and lower parts of human object. 
Score =>1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 =<0 
U 0.5 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1 
L 0.5 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0 
 
 
The results tabulated in Table 4.3 illustrates that although the classifier output is a single 
number, ‘score’, it is directly matched to weights for both the upper and the lower part of 
a human body that gives the appropriate level of significance within a human object re-
identification task.  
4.5 Texture Analysis 
The purpose of this experiment is to quantify texture within the upper and lower parts of 
the detected human object. The texture analysis is conducted using Grey Level Co-
occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features suggested by Haralick [76], [75] & [103], a feature 
widely used for texture analysis in literature. The method is based on the joint probability 
distributions of pairs of pixels. The GLCM features measure how often each grey level 
occurs at a pixel located at a fixed geometric position relative to each other pixel as a 
function of the grey level [104]. It is noted also that the GLCM is a way of extracting 
second order statistical texture features [76].  
In obtaining the GLCM, the grey tone co-occurrence is specified in a matrix of relative 
frequencies ݆ܲ݅ with which two neighbouring resolution cells separated by distance ݀ 
occur on the image, one with grey tone ݅ and the other grey tone ݆ [75]. A GLCM is a 
matrix where the number of rows and columns is equal to the number of grey levels, G, 
in the image.  
The GLCM matrix quantifies 22 different texture related features w.r.t. to a pixel p(i,j). 
The 12 most significant feature  used in this research are defined as follows:  
1. Contrast 
C݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐ = ෍|݅ − ݆|ଶ݌(݅, ݆)
௜,௝
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2. Dissimilarity  
෍|݅ − ݆|
݅,݆
݌(݅, ݆) 
 
3. Energy 
෍ ݌(݅, ݆)2
݅,݆
 
 
4. Entropy 
෍ ݌(݅, ݆) log(݌(݅, ݆))
݅,݆
 
 
 
 
5. Homogeneity 
෍
݌(݅, ݆)
1 + |݅ − ݆|
݅,݆
 
 
6. Maximum probability  
max
݅,݆
݌(݅, ݆) 
 
7. Sum entropy  
− ෍ ݌௫ା௬
ଶீିଶ
௜ୀ଴
(݅) log(݌௫ା௬ (݅)) 
8. Difference entropy 
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− ෍ ݌௫ା௬
ீିଵ
௜ୀ଴
(݅) log( ݌௫ା௬(݅)) 
 
9. Difference variance 
vܽݎ݅ܽ݊ܿ݁ ݋݂ ݌௫ି௬ 
 
10. Information measure of correlation  
ܪܻܺ − ܪܻܺ1
max (ܪܺ, ܪܻ) 
Hܻܺ = − ෍ ݌(݅, ݆) log(݌(݅, ݆))
௜,௝
 
 
Where HX and HY are entropies of ݌ݔ and ݌ݕ and  
Hܻܺ1 = − ෍ ݌(݅, ݆) log(݌௫ (݅) ௬ܲ(݅))
௜,௝
 
11. Inverse difference normalized (INN) 
෍
ܥ݆݅
1 + |݅ − ݆|2/ܩ2
ܩ
݅,݆=1
 
 
Where (the co-occurrence probability between grey levels i and j is defined as in 
[77] 
ܥ݆݅ =
݆ܲ݅
∑ ݆ܲ݅ܩ݅,݆=1
 
where ݆ܲ݅ represents the number of occurrences of grey levels ݅ and ݆ within the 
given window, given a certain (δ, θ) pair; and G is the quantized number of grey 
levels. The sum in the denominator thus represents the total number of grey level 
pairs (݅, ݆) within the window. 
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12. Inverse difference moment normalized(IDN) 
෍
ܥ݆݅
1 + (݅ − ݆)2/ܩ2
ܩ
݅,݆=1
 
Further to the above twelve features, ten further features are used in GLCM, namely, 
autocorrelation, correlation, cluster Prominence, cluster shade, sum of squares (variance), 
sum average, sum variance, difference variance, Information measure of correlation2 and 
inverse difference (INV). 
In the proposed human re-identification approach texture and colour both play a key role 
in providing a measure of significance for marching the human’s top or the bottom body 
parts in re-identification. Usually texture is a mixture of both gray-level variation patterns 
and also the corresponding colour variation patters. However in the proposed work we 
make use of a colour feature extraction approach separately, GLCM that is entirely based 
on gray-level variation (as it is collection of different features that all describe texture 
variation pattern) is both sufficient and comprehensive to uniquely define any detailed of 
texture pattern in a human’s clothing. This is the reason that the GLCM features have been 
used in the proposed work.  
4.5.1 Texture and Non-Texture Dataset 
Within the context of the research conducted a novel dataset was created to analyse the 
features of textured and non-textured clothes. It is noted that in literature researchers have 
made use of available datasets to differentiate between different types of texture such as 
bubbly, lined, mashed, marbled, pitted, cracked, etc [105],[106], while in the proposed 
experiment it is only needed that the dataset contains textured and non-textured images. 
Therefore in the construction of database of textured and non-textured images, images of 
‘tops/shirts’ from online shopping websites were collected. The collected dataset consists 
of 200 textured clothes, samples of which are illustrated in figure 4.1 and another 200 
non-textured clothes as illustrated by figure 4.2. 
The above dataset was used for all experiments conducted to differentiate between 
textured and non-textured areas, i.e. for both training and testing purposes.  
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Figure 4.1: Samples of textured clothes 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Samples of Non-Textured clothes 
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4.5.2 Evaluating the Significance of Different GLCM Texture Features 
in Classification 
Not all GLCM features will be essential in training a potential classifier’s capability to 
differentiate between textured and non-textured clothing. Consequently feature selection 
methods can be adopted to reduce the features that will finally be used in classification.  
Within the context of the proposed research the use of two feature selection algorithms, 
namely (1) Correlation Based Feature selection and (2) Information Gain Based Feature 
Selection, both implemented within the popular data mining tool WEKA [103] were 
evaluated. The Information Gain based Feature Selection approach selects the most 
relevant attributes in the dataset using the so-called “Pearson’s correlation coefficient” 
[107].  In this feature selection approach the correlation between each pair of attributes is 
calculated and only the attributes with moderate to high positive or negative correlation 
are selected as significant. Any attribute with a close to zero correlation is dropped. In 
WEKA this feature selection approach is implemented and has been named as the 
CorrelationAttributeEval. In contrast, the Information Gain Based Feature Selection 
approach calculates the information gain (i.e. entropy) for each attribute. Subsequently 
those attributes that result in an information gain is selected and the attributes that 
contribute negligibly are dropped from further consideration. This technique is 
implemented in WEKA as the InforGainAttributeEval attribute evaluator[107]. 
Within the experiments conducted both feature selection techniques resulted in the same 
selected attributes with only difference being the difference in rank orders. The table 4.4 
tabulates all selected attributes and their respective ranks for the two feature selection 
techniques. 
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Table 4.4: Feature selection 
Correlation Based Feature Selection Information Gain Based Feature Selection:  
0.80818 
0.78324 
0.76872 
0.76763 
0.75416 
0.73463 
0.72825    
0.72731     
0.61303    
0.55491    
0.55491     
0.5453      
0.42048     
0.37111     
0.16178    
0.05474     
0.03333     
0.0269      
0.00848                  
0.00693 
Homogeneity  
Difference entropy 
Entropy 
Inverse difference normalized (INN) 
Maximum probability 
Dissimilarity 
Sum entropy 
Energy 
Inverse difference moment normalized 
Difference variance 
Contrast 
Information measure of correlation1   
Correlation  
Cluster Prominence 
Sum variance 
Autocorrelation 
Cluster Shade 
Sum of square: variance  
Information measure of correlation2                 
Sum average 
0.6833  
0.6554    
0.6535    
0.6197    
0.5978    
0.5934    
0.5856    
0.5667    
0.5667    
0.5624    
0.5009    
0.2459    
0.2414    
0.1758    
0.153      
0.1387    
0.1216    
0.1156    
0.0805    
0         
Homogeneity  
Inverse difference normalized (INN) 
 Dissimilarity 
 Difference entropy 
 Energy 
Entropy 
Inverse difference moment normalized   
Difference variance 
contrast 
 Maximum probability 
Sum entropy 
Information measure of correlation1   
Cluster Prominence 
Autocorrelation 
Correlation 
Sum variance 
Sum of square: variance  
Sum average 
Cluster Shade 
Information measure of correlation2                
 
In the proposed approach the first 12 attributes having highest correlation were considered 
and the rest of the features were disregarded from further consideration. It is noted that 
this reduced number of features will simplify the classification stage but also may result 
in improved classification accuracy as compared to using all features.  In order to support 
the attributes selection, the figure shows plots of the 12 features selected on texture and 
non-texture images. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the feature plots for the selected features of the 400 images, 200 of 
which were textured images and the remaining non-textured. A close examination of the 
figures reveal a clear separation of the regions in which the feature points appear, 
illustrating the fact that each of the features have a positive correlation in its ability to 
contribute towards the separation of textured regions from non-textured regions. Figure 
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4.4 illustrates similar plots for six of the non-selected features. The plots clearly illustrate 
the difficulty of dividing the points into any form of clusters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Scatter plots for selected features of 400 test texture images 
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Figure 4.5 illustrates the scatter plots when the ten selected features are normalised 
(inverted and normalised in cases where there is a negative correlation) and combined for 
the case of all 400 test texture images. The normalised Overall Texture Feature Measure 
(OTFM) thus obtained is a number between 0-1 where 1 represents a significant presence 
of texture and 0 represents absence of texture. The plots indicates a very clear separation 
of point sets into two groups proving the fact that these features together will contribute 
to a more accurate classification of textured regions from non-textured regions.  
Figure 4.4: Scatter plots for six non-selected features of the 400 test texture images 
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Figure 4.5: Scatter plot of combined, normalized texture feature measure 
 
4.5.3 Determination of Conditional Probabilities to be Allocated Based 
on Significance of Texture 
In section 4.2 it was mentioned that in order to calculate the weights to be allocated for 
the lower and upper parts of the human body (i.e., w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠) for the purpose of 
re-identification it is required to determine the conditional probability of the significance 
of the upper part of the human body, due to the presence of texture, i.e. b = ܲ(ܪ =
ݑ݌݌݁ݎ|ܮ =  ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁) and the conditional probability of the significance of the lower part 
of the human body, due to the presence of texture, i.e. (1-b) =  ܲ(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ | ܮ =
ݐ݁ݔݐݑݎ݁). 
 We define ‘b’ as follows: 
 b = OFTMupper/(OFTMupper + OFTMlower)  
 
For each image in the database the conditional probability ‘b’ is calculated and contributes 
to the calculation of  w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠. 
 
0.0
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4.5.4 Experimental Results 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the matching results of the proposed algorithm (left column) and 
compares the results with the corresponding matching result obtained with the benchmark 
algorithm (right column). The image on the left end is the test images and the images to 
the right are the detected matching images. It is noted that in these experiments all test 
images are full-body images and the training has been conducted based both on full-body 
and half body images. It is noted that in all selected images the proposed algorithm has 
picked up the correct matching image as the Rank-1 image whereas in the case of the 
benchmark algorithm the matching result has been the Rank-2 image or beyond. This 
clearly illustrates the improvement of accuracy in human object re-identification the 
proposed method has been able to demonstrate.  
Figure 4.6 also lists the (b, 1-b) values obtained for each image being searched for. It 
clearly shows that the b > 1-b when there is more significant presence of texture on the 
top part of the body as compared to the bottom.  
Image 
No. 
Proposed algorithm Benchmark algorithm  
1. 
 
0.4570, 0.5430 
 
2. 
 
0.5510, 0.4490 
 
3. 
 
0.5679, 0.4321 
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4. 
 
0.5110, 0.4890 
 
5. 
 
0.5730, 0.4270 
 
6. 
 
0.4279, 0.5721 
 
7. 
 
0.5761, 0.4239 
 
Figure 4.6: Matching results 
 
 
 
4.6 Colour 
In order to evaluate the significance of the top and the bottom parts of the human figure 
for human object re-identification based on the presence of colour, the colour space that 
is proven to be best for colour image analysis, i.e. HSV colour space is used. The HSV 
colour space consists of three colour planes; Hue, Saturation and Value as illustrated in 
figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.7: HSV Colour Space [108] 
The Hue value represents the colour of a pixel. The saturation value refers to the purity of 
a colour, while the value represents the brightness of the colour.   
The first stage of the analysis of colour within a detected object is to draw the H,S and V 
histograms for both the top and bottom parts of a human object (see figure 4.8). The figure 
compares between two different human objects wearing dark and bright (red) tops and 
bright (grey) and dark trousers. The value ranges of H,S and V justifies the shapes of the 
histograms for each part of the body for the two different images.  
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Assuming that all different colours play a similar role in the re-identification process and 
for the Saturation and Value what matters is when both are above 0.5 (otherwise the image 
will be too dark or too pale to be able to view the colour). Therefore the Total Area of the 
Histograms (TAH) as calculated by the equation below is used to quantify a measure of 
colour: 
T݋ݐ݈ܽ ܣݎ݁ܽ ݋݂ ݐℎ݁ ܪ݅ݏݐ݋gݎܽ݉ݏ
=  ෍ ܪݑ݁ ܣݎ݁ܽ(݅)
ଵ
௜ୀ଴
+ ෍ ܵܽݐݑݎܽݐ݅݋݊ ܣݎ݁ܽ(݅)
ଵ
௜ୀ଴.ହ
+ ෍ ܸ݈ܽݑ݁ ܣݎ݁ܽ(݅)
ଵ
௜ୀ଴.ହ
 
In section 4.3 it was mentioned that in order to calculate the weights to be allocated for 
the lower and upper parts of the human body (i.e., w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠) for the purpose of 
re-identification it is required to determine the conditional probability of the significance 
of the upper part of the human body, due to the presence of colour, i.e. a = ܲ(ܪ =
ݑ݌݌݁ݎ|ܮ =  ܿ݋݈݋ݑݎ) and the conditional probability of the significance of the lower part 
Figure 4.8: H,S,V histograms for upper and lower parts of two selected human-objects. 
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of the human body, due to the presence of colour, i.e. (1-a) =  ܲ(ܪ =  ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ | ܮ =
ܿ݋݈݋ݑݎ). 
 We define ‘a’ as follows: 
ܽ = ܶܣܪ௨௣௣௘௥/(ܶܣܪ௨௣௣௘௥ + ܶܣܪ௟௢௪௘௥) 
For each image in the database the conditional probability ‘ܽ’ is calculated and contributes 
to the calculation of  w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠. 
Table 4.5 shows four examples of detected human objects and the conditional 
probabilities [a, 1-a] obtained for the upper and lower parts of the body based on colour.  
Table 4.5: examples of detected human objects and the conditional probabilities [a, 1-a] obtained for the upper 
and lower parts of the body based on colour 
Image Colour probabilities  
for Upper part 
Colour probabilities  
for Lower part 
 
0.83257 0.16743 
 
0.670726 0.32927 
 
0.4593 0.54069 
 
0.74081 0.25919 
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4.7 Impact of Combining Object Type Classification, Texture 
and Colour 
Given that the values of ‘score’, ‘a’ and ‘b’ are now available using equations 4.2 and 4.3 
respectively it is now possible to calculate the marginal probabilities ܲ(ܪ = ݑ݌݌݁ݎ) and 
ܲ(ܪ = ݈݋ݓ݁ݎ), i.e. w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠ respectively. These can now be substituted in 
equation 5.1 to determine the matching distance between the two images being 
considered.  
Figure 4.9 illustrates the matching results obtained for 11 test images when using both the 
proposed algorithm (left column) and the benchmark algorithms (right column). The 
proposed algorithms ability to re-identify human objects especially in the present of 
texture and significant variations of illumination that results in particular coloured clothes 
appearing very dark is illustrated well. In the case of image 10 where a man is wearing a 
red and white checked shirt, the benchmark algorithms only finds the accurately matching 
object at Rank-5 whilst the proposed finds it as the Ranked-1 image.  In the case of image 
3 the best matching image to the original image of a person wearing a light brown jacked 
and light blue denim trouser, the benchmark algorithms picks up the correct match at Rank 
8, whereas the proposed selects it at Rank-1. Results illustrate the ability of the proposed 
algorithms to pick up the correct matches within a lower Rank, indicating a clear 
improvement of performance.  
Image 
No. 
Proposed 
algorithm 
Benchmark algorithm  
1. 
 
0.8174,0.1826 
 
2. 
 
0.7248, 0.2752 
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3. 
 
0.7817, 0.2183 
 
4. 
 
0.8040, 0.1960 
 
5. 
 
0.8030, 0.1970 
 
6. 
 
0.6120, 0.3880 
 
7. 
 
0.7649, 0.2351 
 
 
 
8. 
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0.8428, 0.1572 
9. 
 
0.8339, 0.1661 
 
10. 
 
0.7982, 0.2018 
 
11. 
 
0.7785, 0.2215 
 
Figure 4.9: Matching results 
 
4.8 Conclusion  
The research conducted in this chapter has proven the proposed algorithm’s capability to 
use the visibility (full/half body), texture and colour information about a human object 
being captured to enhance the accuracy of human object re-identification. A formula for 
the calculation of matching distance between a query image and images in a database, 
based on the above three factors were derived via a rigorous analysis of results from 
experiments conducted.  
The proposed algorithms was proven to outperform the benchmark algorithm in the 
presence of partially occluded human objects, presence of individuals wearing clothing 
with complicated but unique patters of texture and the presence of adverse variations in 
colour, be it due to lighting/shading or brightness/contrast.  
The research results presented in this chapter indicates that the best way to approach the 
human object re-identification process is to separate the human object into two parts, 
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namely the top and bottom parts, and use two independent approaches to matching the 
parts separately with based on appearance, texture and colour.  
In Chapter-5 we propose the implementation of ideas presented in this chapter within a 
multi agent framework improving re-identification accuracy further and enabling the 
provision of scalability to the video analytic/forensic application.  
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Chapter 5 
5. An Agent based Framework for Person 
Re-identification 
 
5.1 Introduction  
In Chapter-3 it was mentioned that agent-based systems technology offers a new paradigm 
for designing and implementing software systems [1]. The agents are characterized to be 
autonomous where they can carry their tasks independently, proactivity (being proactive 
they can take the initiative to perform a given task even without an explicit stimulus from 
a user) and an ability to communicate with other entities for the sake of being able achieve 
their design goals at any time [2]. An introduction to agent based systems was provided 
in section 2.3, of Chapter-2.  
This chapter proposes a novel and flexible agent based framework that separates the 
computer vision algorithms of human object re-identification systems from the decisions 
that should be taken for the purpose of object re-identification. The proposed framework 
allows the agent to use a logic that mimics human observer behaviour in the decision 
making process of detected object re-identification. This separation of the decision 
making process of re-identification from the fundamental computer vision algorithms 
needed for object detection, allows each entity to be designed and implemented 
independently and allows one to change the logic behind the decision making process 
without affecting the computer vision algorithms essentially deployed for human object 
re-identification algorithms.  
The agents employed in the proposed framework are considered as Cooperative MASs as 
the agents pursue a common goal which is re-identifying the person detected by the 
camera. Section 2.3.3 differentiated between the Cooperative and Competitive Multi-
Agent Systems, the two most frequently used types of MASs. 
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For the clarity of presentation this chapter is divided into several subsections. Further to 
this section that presents an overview to the proposed agent based framework, section 5.2 
details the design and implementation of the proposed MAS framework for human object 
re-identification. Subsequently section 5.3 provides experimental results and a rigorous 
analysis of the results. Section 5.4, proposed multi-agent framework in a distributed multi-
camera environment. Finally section 5.5 concludes the research findings of the research 
conducted within the chapter.  
5.2 The Proposed Agent-Based Systems Framework – An 
Overview 
Agent architectures are the fundamental mechanisms underlying the autonomous 
components that support effective behaviour in real-world, dynamic and open 
environments [2]. The proposed agent architecture for the well-known, real-world 
problem of human object re-identification in CCTV video footage attempts to mimic the 
behaviour of a human observer assigned to conduct a manual human object re-
identification task in CCTV video analytics/forensics.  
The proposed agent based framework consists of a main agent and 3 sub agents that 
logically work under the instruction of the main agent (see Figure 5.1). The first task of 
the main agent is to use the data received from the imaging sensor (i.e. the camera) to 
detect a human. The main agent subsequently requests agent (a) to analyse the detected 
human object in order to find whether the object is a full-body or half-body object and in 
either case to determine the visual significance of the upper and lower body parts based 
on their texture and colour features. Agent (a) performs this task using computer vision 
and machine learning algorithms as proposed in Chapter-4
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Re-identify based on 
upper part of body 
Sub-agent (b) 
Detect Human 
 Initialize sub agent 
Make the decision of re-
identification 
Main Agent 
Sensor 
Computer vision 
Sub-agent (a)  
Analyse detected image 
Machine 
learning 
Algorithms  
Re-identification 
Algorithms  
Re-identify based on 
upper part of body 
Sub-agent (c)   
Re-identification 
Algorithms  
 
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the proposed agent based system for people re-identification. 
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The relevant results that include the conditional probabilities of the significance of the 
presence of the lower and upper body parts of the human, presence of texture and colour 
in the upper and lower body parts are fed back into the main agent. Based on results 
received the main agent calculates the weights to be assigned to the lower and upper parts 
of the body, w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠ using equations 4.2 and 4.3. Further the main agent 
decides on the number of sub agent to be intialized, i.e. if the detected object is only a 
half-body object (i.e. only the top body is visible) only an agent (b) designed to analyse 
the top body part of a detected human object, is initalised. If the detected human object is 
a full-body human object, both agent (b) and agent (c) are  initialised. Subsequently the 
sub-agent (b) and sub-agent (c) respectively calculates the distances of the upper and 
lower parts of the human body (independently from each other) by comparing the test 
image’s upper and lower parts of the body to corresponding regions of those images in 
the database. I.e. ݀൫I୲୭୮, I୲୭୮ᇱ ൯ and ݀(I௕௢௧௧௢௠, I௕௢௧௧௢௠ᇱ ) are determined. These values are 
passed on to the main agent which is then able to use equation 4.1 to calculate the overall 
weighted sum of distances, d(I୫ୟ୧୬, I୫ୟ୧୬ᇱ ). The agent (b) and agent (c) repeats this task 
for all images in the database passing in the relevant distances to the main agent. The main 
agent will then be able to pick up the human object with the minimum distance as the 
Rank-1 image and organise the rest in rank order.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An agent based framework is flexible in that each agent/sub-agent can use different 
algorithm/approach to contribute towards re-identification. In order to facilitate this 
flexibility the basic design of an agent includes a ‘Environment’ defined by a so-called 
‘state’ that can be modified according to any processes an agent executes (internally or 
procedure RUN-ENVIRONMENT(state,UPDATE-FN,agent,termination) 
input: state, the initial state of the environment  
UPDATE_FN, function to modify the environment  
agents, a set of agents 
termination, a predicate to test when we are done 
repeat 
      for each agent in agents do 
PERCEPT[agent] GET-PERCEPT(agent,state) 
      end 
      for each agent in agents do 
ACTION[agent] PROGRAM[agent](PERCEPT[agent]) 
      end 
      state UPDATE-FN(actions, agents, state) 
until termination(state) 
Figure 5.2: pseudo-code of a typical agent [109] 
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externally) via an ‘update function’ (UPDATE-FN). Figure 5.2 illustrates a pseudo-code 
of a typical agent that details the basic structural elements of an agent.  
It is noted that in the proposed design the sub-agents are themselves considered as agents 
but named as sub-agents indicate that they operate under the instructions of the main agent 
which coordinates the entire re-identification process.  
The following sections provide further details of the design and the operation of all agents 
(and sub-agents). 
5.2.1 Main Agent  
The main agent is the facilitator of all communications with its environment and also the 
agent responsible for taking the higher level decisions. In brief it receives the detected 
person image (input) from the sensor and produces the match to the person detected 
(output) from within a database. An agent also communicates with other sub-agent under 
it. For instance, when a person is detected, the first step the main agent takes is to send 
the detected image to the sub agent (a) to do the HoG, Texture and Colour based analysis 
and to thus obtain the weights w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠. Then the main agent receives the result 
of the analysis from the sub agent (a) and based on it, the main agent decides on the 
number of further agents needed to be initialized for re-identification process.  
The sub agents (a), (b) and (c) are unaware of the presence of each other as no direct 
communications happen between them. All of their communications are with the main 
agent. The main agent acts as the coordinator and is the only decision maker in the re-
identification process. It decides on the weights to be assigned for the matching distances 
that will be determined by sub-agents, (b) and (c) and subsequently uses Equation 4.1 To 
calculate the overall matching distance.  
It is noted that the proposed framework focuses only on two sub-agents for re-
identification purposes, one for matching the upper part of the body excluding the face 
and the second for the matching of the lower part of the body. It is possible to include a 
third sub agent for the face and use this additional information to enhance the ultimate 
matching accuracy. The main agent could consider the results from all three sub-agents 
and weight them differentially with analysis of the head region being conducted a prior 
by agent (a). For instance, if the analyse by agent (a) indicates that the face is clear, the 
human could be re-identified based on the face and including the face in the re-
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identification will potentially increase accuracy. In that case the main agent should 
initialise a sub-agent (d), for distance calculation between matching facial area.  
5.2.2 Sub Agent (a) 
The sub agent (a) carries out an important task of the overall re-identification process and 
deals with fundamental computer vision / machine learning tasks that are essential in 
human object re-identification.  
The first task of agent (a) is to check if the person detected is a full body or half body 
object. Within the context this research a half-body human object is defined as a human 
object that is half occluded, e.g. person occluded by a parked car seen above the waist or 
a person behind a notice board where the area below the waist can be seen but above the 
waist will be occluded. For this purpose agent (a) utilises a trained SVM on full-body and 
half-body (in experiments, only the top being visible with bottom occluded) objects, based 
on HoG features, as described in Chapter 2, sections 2.5 and 2.6. 
Subsequently the agent (a) measures the texture level and colour level for upper body and 
lower body of the human detected (excluding the head) with the view of determining the 
weights that should be given to the top and bottom parts of the body in re-identification. 
For this purpose agent (a) uses GLCM features for quantifying texture and colour 
histograms of the HSV colour space for quantifying colour/contrast (see Chapter-4).  
Finally based on the above analysis the agent (a) calculates the weights to be assigned to 
the top and bottom parts of the human object being searched for, i.e.  w୘୭୮ and w஻௢௧௧௢௠ 
using equation 4.2 and 4.3 respectively and passes these to the main object. 
The figure 5.3 illustrates a block diagram that details the operational sub-blocks of sub-
agent (a), starting from receiving the input image from the main agent, subsequently 
calculating the three conditional probabilities as tabulated in table 4.1 with the help of 
computer/vision and machine learning algorithms and finally calculating ad sending the 
weights to be assigned for the upper and lower parts. 
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5.2.3 Sub Agent (b) and (c) 
The sub-agent (b) and sub-agent (a) are instrumental in comparing the distance between 
two images being matched, with sub-agent (b) focusing on the calculation of the distance 
between the upper parts of the body and sub-agent (c) focusing on the calculation of the 
distance between the lower parts of the body. In making these decisions both sub-agents 
follow the novel process for human object re-identification proposed in chapter-4. The 
agents have the freedom to decide on how many layers and regions should be included in 
the re-identification (see Chapter 3). The re-identification process could be based only on 
either sub agent (b) or sub agent (c) or both. These decision are made by the main agent 
based on the analysis received from the sub agent (a). 
For testing the framework, the modified benchmark algorithm for person re-identification 
discussed in chapter 3 is adopted and used in both sub-agents, sub agent (b) and sub agent 
(c). Figure 5.4 illustrates block diagrams representing the designs of the sub-agents (b) 
and (c).   
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Figure 5.3: Detailed block diagram of sub-agent (a) 
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Figure 5.4: block diagrams representing the designs of the sub-agents (b) and (c). 
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5.3 Experimental Results & Analysis 
The modified benchmark human object re-identification algorithm has been implemented 
using the proposed multi agent based architecture. The sub agent (a) has been designed 
and implemented supported by the the image analysis algorithms dicussed in chapter 4 . 
The original VIPeR dataset (dataset-1) and the modified VIPeR dataset, dataset-2, created 
for experiments of Chapter-3 have been used as the test datasets. Three different 
experiments have been conducted. The first experiment is focused on evaluating the 
proposed system using the original VIPeR dataset. Secondly the dataset-2 that consists of 
all half-body objects in the test dataset, is used for testing and evaluation. Finally an 
experiment is conducted to determine the impact of disabling the sub agent (c) in order to 
determine the impact of ignoring the bottom part of the human body in human object re-
identification under different circumstances. 
5.3.1 Experiment-1:  Using  the Original  VIPeR Dataset 
The proposed framework was tested using the orginal VIPeR dataset (dataset-1) in which 
none of the images were half-body humans, i.e. of the 632 images in the test set (A) and 
632 images in the search set (b), all were full body human objects. The results tabulated 
in Table 5.1 indicate a marginal improvement as compared to the performance of the 
benchmark algorithm, espcially in the first rank. Even though the improvement is small it 
proves the fact that automatic allocation of weights into the top and bottom parts of the 
matching of the human being depending on the presence of texture/colour etc., has the 
ability to improve matching in re-identification.  
Table 5.1: Experimental Results – Using dataset-1 
Algorithm Rank 1% Rank 10% nAUC-10% ACI 
Benchmark Algorithm 31.16 86.72 73.18 98.75 
Agent Based framework 31.88 86.88 73.00 98.83 
 
5.3.2  Experiment-2: Using the Modified VIPeR Dataset 
In this experiment the modified dataset-2 detailed in Chapter-4 was used. In this dataset 
all of the 632 test set images have been converted to half-body human objects by removing 
the bottom half and replacing with colours present in the background of the object. The 
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search set remains not changed and therefore consists of full body human objects. The 
results of the experiments are tabulated in Table. 5.2. 
The results illustrate that the performance of the benchmark algorithm and also the 
proposed agent based approach have decreesed substantially due to the presence of half-
body human objects. However the performance of the agent based approach is significanly 
better than of the the benchmark algorithm. This illustrates the proposed approache’s 
capability to meet the challenges of matching half-body human objects with even full-
body human objects under often common practical conditions.  
Table 5.2: Experimental Results- Using dataset-2 
Algorithm Rank 1% Rank 10% nAUC-10% ACI 
Benchmark Algorithm 8.04 61.41 42.75 85.84 
Agent Based framework 14.57 69.64 51.71 98.62 
  
Figure 5.5 and 5.6 represents the matching results for the two systems being compared. It 
is clearly seen that the proposed agent-based algorithm is able to capture the best matching 
image at a lower rank when compared with the benchmark algorithm.  
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Figure 5.5: Re-identification results when using 
the proposed agent-based framework 
Figure 5.6:  Re-identification results when using the 
benchmark algorithm 
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Figure 5.7 plots the CMC curves for the benchmark algorithm vs that of the proposed 
agent based algorithm. The graphs clearly show the capability of the proposed agent based 
approach to perform significantly better than the benchmark algorithm.  
 
 
Figure 5.7: The CMC curves: Benchmark vs Proposed  
 
5.3.3 Experiment-3: Using Only One Sub-Agent  
This experiment was conducted to eveluate the impact of ignoring the bottom part of a 
human-body in matching, within a process of re-identification. In this experiment the 
dataset-2 (see Chapter-3) was used and the weight of the bottom half of the image was 
made zero, manually, i.e. the sub-agent (c) was disabled. 
The results tabulated in Table.5.3. Whilst this only impacts the performance of the 
proposed algorithm, it is seen that this change results in a marginal improvement in 
performance. This proves that using only the top part of the human body may be a better 
option when re-identification tasks are carried out. This could be due to the fact that often 
the dark/pale colours clothing humans wear below the waist does not provide a significant 
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feature set that can be considered in re-identification. Including the bottom part of the 
human body within the re-identification stage can negatively bias the result otherwise 
obtainable.  
 
Table 5.3: Experimental Results- Using dataset-2 but agent (c) disabled. 
Algorithm Rank 1% Rank 10% nAUC-10% ACI 
Benchmark Algorithm 8.04 61.41 42.75 84.98 
Agent based framework 
with Sub Agent (b) only 
15.76 69.07 52.37 98.51 
 
5.3.4 Experiment-4: Using Only One Sub-Agent and Dataset-1 
In this experiment the investigations were conducted on the original VIPeR dataset, 
dataset-1 with the agent (c) disabled. Due to the disabling of agent (c) it is noted that the 
re-identification process will only be considering the accurate matching of the top part of 
the human body. As compared to the performance illustrated in Table 5.1 this is a slight 
decrease in accuracy of re-identification. This is expected as information that would have 
been otherwise being used from the bottom part of the human body in re-identification 
has been ignored. However the fact that the performance degradation is small shows that 
the often common scenario of not having enough detail in the bottom part of the human 
body (clothing such as trousers etc.) shows that the top part of the human body will be 
more discriminant than the bottom part.   
Table 5.4: Experimental Results- Using dataset-1 and agent (c) disabled. 
Algorithm Rank 
1% 
Rank 10% nAUC-10% ACI 
Agent based 
framework 
with Sub 
Agent (b) only 
24.21 77.94 63.04 93.36 
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Figure 5.8 illustrated the CMC curve of the proposed agent based framework, with agent 
(c) disabled. 
 
Figure 5.8: CMC curve – Proposed algorithm with agent (c) disabled and using dataset-1 
It is noted that the notion of disabling a sub-agent that addresses the matching of a part of 
a human body, proves the flexibility that an agent base framework provides to a computer 
vision algorithm. Not only does it allow flexibility of operation that could be put into 
action depending on ground truth about the data being captured, it also provides the means 
for the proposed system to operate under resource constraints such as lack of compute 
power.  
5.4 Use of Proposed Multi-agent Framework in a Distributed Multi-
Camera Environment  
The main advantage of the flexibility of design, operation and execution that the proposed 
agent-based implementation of the person re-identification system is that it is scalable. 
This means that it is easily adoptable for not only more complicated systems using a single 
camera, but also systems that use multiple cameras.  
In the system investigated in this thesis human object re-identification was addressed as a 
problem where a human object is assumed to be the first object being considered. In a 
practical system, for example in CCTV video footage there is a need for not only capturing 
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a human object but also differentiating such an object from other types of objects such as 
vehicles, animals etc., who may also be moving within the scene. Within a multi agent 
based framework a new agent could be introduced to handle this situation. Further a 
practical re-identification task also includes object tracking, an aspect that has been 
ignored in the present design. This could also be handled by another agent. Therefore in 
a more practical and end-to-end implementation two further agents would be needed to 
complete the framework. The same principles could be used in the design, implementation 
and the integration of these new agents to the current system. 
 Figure 5.9 illustrates a system diagram for the proposed framework that consists of the 
main agent and three sub-agents to be used within a multi-camera environment. In such 
an application the video input from each camera can be handled by a dedicated main agent 
for the camera. The main agents need to communicate in order to track / hand-over a 
detected and tracked human object within a re-identification task.  
The above proves the proposed systems scalability to larger application domains and the 
use of agent based systems to facilitate the capability. Thus by implementing a computer 
vision based video forensic / analytic task within an agent based architecture one could 
enable the application’s scalability making systems adoptable to future requirement 
changes and planned expansions.  
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Figure 5.9: Use of proposed framework in a multi-camera system. 
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5.5 Conclusion  
The research presented within this chapter proves that an agent based framework is 
capable of providing a fully scalable solution to the implementation of a typical person 
re-identification system, traditionally designed and implemented as a single computer 
vision based solution.  
The research results presented revealed that the agent based implementation is able to 
provide a superior performance as compared the benchmark algorithm when tested in an 
environment where the detectable human objects appear not only as full-body objects but 
also as half-body object due to occlusion etc. In particular in circumstances where a 
significant percentage of such objects are half-body the benchmark algorithm’s 
performance accuracy drops significantly. In contrast the proposed agent based solution’s 
accuracy improves with the increase of the percentage of human objects detected as half-
body objects. 
The research results also proved that the agent-based solution is able to automatically 
determine the weights for the upper and lower parts of a detected human body, depending 
on the presence of distinguishable texture and colour and is thus able to use an 
appropriately weighted sum of differences of the object with a candidate object in order 
to find more accurate best matched images. The experimental results compared to that of 
the benchmark algorithm revealed that in the case of the proposed agent based solution 
typically the best match is found at a lower rank, i.e. the R-1% accuracy significantly 
improves as compared to the benchmark.  
The research also investigated the potential flexibility of system simplification and system 
expandability the proposed agent based solution provides. For example by forcing the 
sub-agent dealing with the bottom part of the human body to be disabled (i.e. by setting 
the weight to zero, forcefully), it is possible to implement a solution where the matching 
only considers upper body matching regardless of whether the matched objects appear as 
full body and/or half body objects. It was proven that in such a system the performance 
accuracy drops only by a small fraction. 
The work presented also discussed the potential provided by the proposed agent based 
framework to design a system that can be easily scalable to increase the complexity of the 
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human object re-identification task itself and also to enable the system to be extended to 
be used within a multi camera based surveillance application. 
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Chapter 6 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
 
The research conducted within this thesis aimed to re-design a typical computer vision 
based automated human object re-identification algorithm in a manner that it could be 
implemented and fully integrated with an agent based framework, enabling a performance 
that mimics human observer behaviour and providing a fully scalable solution for practical 
implementation.  
The research contributions of this thesis can be categorised into three groups as follow: 
 
1. Chapter-3 conducted an initial analysis of the performance of the benchmark 
algorithm that led to the conclusion that there is an advantage in improving the 
re-identification accuracy if non-equal weights are applied to the top and bottom 
of the human object. It was also revealed that in the feature extraction and 
matching, global features extracted from the entire body had significantly less 
impact in the re-identification process as compared to the features that can be 
extracted separately from the top and bottom halves of the body and matched 
for correspondence. Therefore, a decision was made to initially subdivide the 
human body region into two vertical halves and the two halves to be processed 
individually and the results to be weighted differentially and combined for a 
final decision. 
2. The research conducted in Chapter-4 resulted in the means for the proposal of a 
statistical approach to human object correspondence matching between two 
objects being compared in re-identification. It was shown that texture and colour 
features can be extracted to quantify the visual significance of regions of the 
human body (i.e. the top and bottom) and such feature details can be used to 
determine the percentage visual significance that should be given to the top half 
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of the human body as compared to the bottom part. This information was 
subsequently used in matching of corresponding objects and proved that the 
modified approach can perform significantly better in datasets that consists of 
partially occluded human objects an in generally in real datasets where not all 
human objects were fully visible. 
3. Finally chapter 5 designed, developed and implemented the multi-agent based 
framework for the implementation of the modified, enhanced and improved 
benchmark algorithm. For the purpose of maintaining simplicity of design and 
clarity of the presentation of new ideas the agent based system proposed utilised 
a main agent that controlled three sub-agents who were assigned the individual 
tasks of classification of the detected human object into full-body and half-body 
objects, determining the relative significance that should be given to top/bottom 
half of the human body base on texture and on colour information/features 
captured. The implemented system was finally tested and evaluated to prove the 
performance enhancement it can deliver in real datasets that contains half-
visible human objects. Further the advantages provided by the proposed multi-
agent based design to support scalable applications were discussed. 
In summary, this thesis has contributed in a paradigm shift in person re-identification 
research where for the first time the idea of mimicking human observer behaviour in the 
design, in particular of the internal decision making process of matching objects, has been 
demonstrated. Further the implementation of this design, supported by the use of multi 
agent systems demonstrated the potential to finally produce a fully scalable, practical and 
efficient solution for human object re-identification.   
 
6.1 Future Work 
It is noted that the research conducted in this thesis has resulted in a proof of concept 
design of a multi agent based framework for person re-identification, which was 
implemented at the scale of a single camera carrying out the re-identification of a single 
human object. The design of the system is such that it is possible to extend this same 
design for the re-identification of multiple human objects at the same time, a situation that 
would arise in most video analytic/forensic tasks carried out on videos captured by a 
camera of a public space. A single main agent can be used to manage three sub-agents, as 
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proposed in this research to re-identify a single person and this application can be linearly 
scaled to cover multiple people.  
Further a typical public space will normally be monitored by a multiple set of distributed, 
connected cameras. One could then extend the current design for each camera to have the 
proposed group of four agents to manage the re-identification of each human object being 
tracked. Once again this leads to a linear scaling of the proposed system to cover this 
scenario.  
In addition to the above in a multi camera system it will be vital for the agents spread 
across different cameras to be able to communicate as often the same individual may be 
tracked by more than one camera at the same time or it may be needed to hand-over the 
re-identification task to the agent of an adjacently located camera if a person moves from 
one location to the next. Therefore additional communication protocols will have to be 
incorporated to enable the communication between main agents or a super-agent who 
manages the main-agents associated with each camera will have to be included in the 
design. 
The above demonstrates the scalability of the proposed proof of concept system. Such 
scalability will enhance the practical use of the proposed system significantly. 
In addition to this it should be noted that our decision to use the benchmark algorithm as 
the basis for the development of the prosed approach is purely due to the reason that it is 
one of the most highly cited and popular state-of-the-art people re-identification 
techniques. Within the present research concept it has been demonstrated that such an 
algorithm will have to be modified to enable their use within a multi-agent based 
framework. It is possible to take any algorithm that has not been specifically designed for 
a multi agent based framework and re-design it so that it will fit well with the structural 
and logical requirements of a multi-agent framework. Therefore the research conducted 
in this thesis has demonstrated the re-design and subsequent development approach one 
has to take to effectively deploy a human object re-identification algorithm within a multi 
agent framework. 
In the proposed approach the probabilistic decision making process adopted was 
dependent of the output of the classifier used for full/half-body classification and the 
texture/colour analysis modules. There was no learning involved of the features of a 
person as the frames analysed were considered as individual frames and matched with the 
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human-object related information of adjacent frames. In the future it is possible to make 
the agents intelligent by incorporating learning algorithms so that the features can be learnt 
by the agent with time. Further it is possible to bring in additional features of the human 
object, including features such as speed of walking, gait analysis etc., to add to an ultimate 
creation of a signature of the person being tracked in re-identification.  
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